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Get your whips and rawhide ready
for an Indiana Jones marathon Saturday afternoon at the Curris Center
Theater. Festivities include the
showing of the complete trilogy, a
costume contest and trivia games.
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Private schools exempt from budget cuts
by Erin Richards
Editor in Chief
With millions of dollars in cuts
looming over Kentucky's public
institutions, some administrators
and political officials are discussing
why private institutions, who
receive state assistance in the form
of financial aid. are not being asked
to share some of the budget burden.
"If we weren't funding private
institutions with state dollars, we
wouldn't be taking as much of a cut
in public higher education as we are
facing right now," said Sen. Buddy
Buckingham, from Murray .
The majority of the state financial
aid provided to resident Kentuckians who attend private schools

comes in the form of the Kentucky
Tuition Grant and the College
Access Program, both of which are
awarded to individual students. not
the institutions, said Bellarmine
University
President
Joseph
McGowan.
"To give something buck to the
state, you would have to have something in the first place," McGowan
said.
Developed in 1972. the KTG provides qualified Kentuckians with
grants to attend the state's independent colleges. The grant is a needbased program, but it also serves as
a "tuition equalizer" to bril}g the
cost of a private education closer to
the cost of attending a public
school.

Kentucky
deficit
more than
$1 billion

CAP is a similar need-based grant
that Kentucky residents can apply
toward public or private colleges.
The lesser known issue, said University Presidcn1 F. King Alexander. is that as the state provides
money to help equalize the tuition
between public and private state
colleges , the programs essentially
reward private unhersities for raising their tuition and expenditure
rates.
"lf private schools increase their
tuitions. they benefit in more state
dollars," Alexander said. ''In the last
legislative session, an additional $5
million was funneled into the private schools through these financial
aid programs.
"Public institutions received more

money as well, but now we are having to cut our budgets while private
institutions retain their new funds,"
he said.
Lee Nimocks, vice president of
the Association of Independent
Kentucky Colleges and Universities. said holding private schools
accountable for budget cuts does
not make sense.
••Private colleges don't get money
from the state government," Lee
said. "The money we get goes to the
students, not the institutions."
Yet Alexander contended this is
the common response from private
institutions and their overseeing
organizations, who continually
claim public money does not now
into their general funds.

He said the issue is about where
the money ends up at independent
colleges. not the process by which it
gets there.
"So students are getting all this
money in the form of financial aid,
more in fact, than many student" at
public universities," Alexander
said. "Where do you think they are
spending all of it? At Wal-Mart?
The public's money funnels right
back into the private schools to fund
faculty salaries and programs.''
Gary Ransdell. president of Western Kentucky University, said he
agreed with Alexander that private
higher education has been shielded
from the recent budget reductions.
'1'he reason, .1 suspect, is that
most of the public funding for pri-

vate higher education is dedicated
to student aid," Ransdell said. "It is
difficult for elected ofticials to cut
direct aid to students, yet the cuts
which public higher education is
experiencing does indeed reduce
programs and services for students.
across the state - perhaps not in
direct financial aid, but in other academic and student life areas.''
Of 169,500 undergraduate students in Kentucky's colleges and
universities. 25,200 are enrolled in
the state's 19 private colleges.
AIKCU President Gary Cox said
it would be unreasonable to expect
these independent colleges to give
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by Vanessa Childers
A.o;sistant News Editor
Gov. Ernie Fletcher presented his budget pr~
posal fo.r the 2004-2006 fiscal years Tuesday
night in Frankfon at a joint session of the General Assembly.
During budget meetings at the beginning of
the Fletcher administration. State Budget Director Brad Cowgill told the governor there was
hope for Kentucky's financial situation.
"Well, there is still a dim light at the end of
the tunnel," Fletcher said Cowgill told him early
in the year. "But, if we don't do something
immediately, we can't afford to pay the light
bill."
Fletcher said the current fiscal year presents a
$302 million shortfall. and the deficit for the
2004-2005 fiscal year. beginning July I. is estinulted to reach about $710 million.
"This meant that within the first 18 months of
this administration we would have to resolve a
financial crisis exceeding $1 billion," he said.
At a press briefing before fletcher's budget
message. Cowgill said the proposed plans for
Kentucky's financial future call for "reasonable
sacrifices" throughout the state.
"This budget is conservative, goal-driven and
compassionate," Fletcher said in his budget
message. "It reflects o lot of tough decisions,
and it calls on each of you and every Kentuckian to make reasonable sacrifices for a better
future."
For Kentucky's public colleges and universities. the propo!>al reinforces the approximate
$65 million cut in state appropriations.
Although the 2.5 percent - $24.8 million reduction in state funding for Kentucky's public
colleges and universities is a recurring cut, the
$41 million loss is not.
"I am aware that we have made tough decisions that will draw some criticism." Fletcher
said. "But let me remind you that our current tax
code deters economic development and does
not reflect the new. knowledge-based economy.
By moderni1ing our taJt system, we will be able
to generate economic growth. expand opportunity and avoid such tough times in the future."
A meeting among Cowgill and several Kentucky university presidents on Jan . 16 reduced
the cuts in restricted funds from the originally
proposed $45 rdillion reduction to $41 million.
Murray State will cut its budget by nearly $3
million in state funding and 'restricted funds to
meet requirements set by the state government.
"For our colleges and universities to fulfill
this role. we mu!;t invest in their training, technology transfer and research," Fletcher said
Tuesday night.
Fletcher's proposal included a $15 million
provision for the new science complex currently unuer construction on campus. Phase one of
the project will cost approximately $13 million,
but the additional runds given by the Fletcher
administration wilJ contribute to the completion
of the facility.
"We have invested in every regional university in our commonwealth." Fletcher said. ''This
strategic investment will build careers from the
Purchase Area to the Big Sandy and from northern Kentucky to the Cumberland.''
Spe<lker l)f the House Jody Richards could
not be reached for commenr at presstime.

New structures
right on schedule
Construction projects at the
Wellness Center (above) and new science building (left) are progressing
according to plan. Sparks Oy inside
the science building, which should be
completed in April, as worker
Christopher Reed grinds away on
material inside the structure.

Official Title: No Official T1tle Yet
Date Construction Starts: Late
Spring or Early Summer
Detailed Planning Began: 2003
Construction Company: No
Contracter Yet
Architect(s): Luckett & Farley
Unique Features: Neat courtyards,
lounge and study areas
and one bathhroom per
single room
Reason for Being Built: To eventually
replace Richmond and
Clark Colleges
Anticipated Date of Completion:
August 2005
Estimated Cost $10 Million

Official Title: Murray Business and
Research lncubater
Date Construction Started:
September 2003
Detailed Planning Began: 2002
Construction Company: No
Contracter Yet
Architect(s}: Sherman Carter
Barnhart
Unique Features: Offices.
conference rooms and
h1glrtech teleconference
centers
Reason for Being Built: To serve as
a reseach and business
incubator to help businesses
get started
Anticipated Date of Completion:
Apnl 1. 2005
Estimated Cost: $3 Million

Official Title: Phase 1 Biology and
Science Complex
Date Construction Started:
July 24. 2002
Deta1led Plannmg Began: 2000
Construction Company: Ray Black
& Sons
Architect(s): Hastings & Chivetta
Unique Features: Offices. labs.
classrooms and an
auditorium
Reason for Bemg Built: To update
methodology
Anticipated Date of Completion:
April 29. 2004
for Phase 1
Estimated Cost: $13 Million

Official Title: Student Recreation
and Wellness Center
Date Construction Started:
Sept. 12, 2003
Detailed Planning Began: 2001
Construction Company: D. W,
Wilburn
Architect(s}: Sherman Carter
Barnhart
Unique Features: Basketball courts.
raquetball courts. dance
studios. pools. cafe.
elevated track above the
gym, etc.
Reasdn for Being Built: To accomodate
students' recreational needs
Anticipated Date of Completion:
Dec. 30, 2004
Estimated Cost: $10 Million
Am.1nda Hall/guest

source: Dewey Yeatts, assoc1ate vice president of facilities management

ATMs, online services characterize student banking
by Rob WWtfield
Wm~

M ;ltta

f!arnard!The News

Like many other students. Sarah Thompson, sophomore
from Murray, uses an Al'M in the Curris Center.

Editor

Banking options are as varied as students'
needs, according to an analysis of student interviews and information from local banks.
Most students u-;e bank accounts in some way or
another, either through a branch in their hometown, a local Murray bank or a large bank with
branches in both places.
Charles Reed, junior from Providence. said
when he came to Murray State, he chose to continue banking with Integra, a large banking company with a branch in his hometown.
"I've had the account since I \\<as 14 and I decided to keep it," Reed saitl. "I've been very pleased
with the service I've recei\ed there."
Reed also said although the closest branch of
Integra is in Mayfield, he has not been inconvenienced by banking out of town. except from

ATM fees charged by local banks and ATMs in
the Curris Center.
"I \\<rite checks ... (so) I'm not really affected,"
he said. "The only thing is the ATMs in the (Curris) Center. I'm charged $2 if I want to withdraw.
(I wish) they could waive ATM charges within the
:.chool."
Jeff Heine, senior from Paducah, said he
changed to Union Planters. which offers a checking plan, when he came to Murray. He said he
chose Union Planters based primarily upon its
Joc<ttion.
''Its (located) in both Paducah and (Murray) ... I
ha\e an apartment here and my family's in Paducah, (so) I'm usually in one of the two," ~id Heine.
Stephen Kerstieru;. junior from Russellville. said
he had banked with a local bank which was
acquired by the Branch Banking and Trust Co.

see BANKING/ 3

News Editor: Melissa Kilcoyne
Assistant News Editor. Vanessa Chilc..len;
Pho ne: 762-4468
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In the Jan. 23 publication, members
of the Murray State Animal Health
Technology/Pre-Vet Medicine were
incorrectly reported in the photograph
that accompanied the article as attending the North American Veterinary
Conference. The women in the picture
were fund-raising for the event.

Thursday, Jan. 22
1:57 a.m. A caller reported a vehicle in the
Regents College parking lot had plastic
wrap around it. The responding officer
could not make contact with the owner.
5:37a.m . A caller advised he was driving a
University vehicle that hnd n power failure
while en route to Lexington.
2:03 p .m. A caller reported a domestic via·
lence situation at 1603 Olive St. The Murray Police Department was notified, but
Public Safety officers remained on the
scene until MPO officers arrived.
3:09 p.m . A customer was caught attempt·
ing to shoplift items from the University
Bookstore. A report was taken.

Wood Promotions showcases
monster cnash, truck pull
Wood Promotions, based in Union
City, Tenn., will sponsor the Truck Pull
and Monster Crush at 7:30 tonight and
Saturday night at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition Center.
Admission is $10 for University students and $14 for the general public.
The event will feature 36 vehicles
and pullers from seven different states.
For more information, phone Robin

Friday, Jan. 23

Wood at (800) 489-4792.

Cctledonian Society to hold
Scottish celebration, supper

Local division of cancer society
to provide survivor scholarships
The Mid South Division of the American Cancer Society will begin sponsoring scholarships for cancer survivors
under age 25.
To be eligible for the scholarship,
applicants must be U.S. citizens, have a
cancer diagnosis before age 21, be fulltime students and have a minimum of
a 2.5 CPA.
For more information, phone (800)
ACS-2345 or visit www.cancer.org.

OffiCe of Development moves
· to General Service Building
The Office of Development moved to
the north end of the General Service
Building next to Procurement.

January 30, 2004

•Police 13eat

• Correction

The Caledonian Society of Murray
will present the 12th annual Bums
Supper at 6:30 p.m. Saturday at the
Murray Women's Club.
The event is a Scottish celebration
honoring poet Robert Bums, and it will
feature bagpipes, storytelling and a
presentation by Kenneth Tucker.
Admission is $20.
For more information, phone the
Murray Tourism Commission at (800)
651-1603 or 759-2199.
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CAMPUS BRIEFLY

Matta BarnardfThe News

Cassie Paschall, junior from Murray, tries to wrestle a nying d isc away
from her dog, Emma, in the Quad Monday.

.

The mailing address and all phone

numbers will remain the same as listed
in the campus directory.

University chess club hosts
multi-skill level tournaments
The Murray State Chess Oub will
hold its annual Chess Tournament at 7
p.m. on Wednesdays beginning Feb. 11
in the Curris Center Mississippi Room.
These competitions will be daiJblcelimination tournaments for players of
all skill levels.
For more information, e-mail Wayne
BeU at wayne.bell@murraystate.edu.

Martial arts expert presents
seminar in Curris Center
Don "The Dragon" Wilson will host
an open seminar from 1 to 2 p.m. Saturday in the Curris Center Large Ballroom.
The seminar will cover several
aspects of martial arts.
For more information, phone Tuhg
Oinh, owner of Martial Arlc; of Ameri·
ca, at 753-6lll.

American Red Cross chapter
to conduct training courses

1:07 p.m. A caller from Alexander Hall
reported she was stuck in an elevator. Dispatcher notified Facihties Management;
however, the occupant got out of the elevator unassisted.
8:56 p.m. A Public Safety officer issu<.•d a
verbal warning to the driver of a vehicle for
not displaying the registration properly.
10:04 p.m. A Public Safety officer issued a
verbal warning to individuals who violated the no-skateboar~ing policy.

Saturday, Jan. 24

The Cnlloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross will conduct its
first Lifeguard Training course of the
season from Feb. 19-29 at Murray
State's Carr Health pool.
The training, required of all certified
lifegunrds, is designed to teach the
skills and knowledge needed to pre·
vent and respond to aquatic emergen·
des.
Participants must be at least 15years-old, and must register by Monday, Feb. 10
To register for the course or for more
information, phone Holly Webb at 7531421.

Campus Briefly is colllpih•ll, by Vanessa
Cltilders, assislaut news editor. lf you
would like lo submit information Jar a
lmef, pllar1c 762-4468.

12:43 a.m. A Public Safety officer advised
the vehicle in the Regents College parking
lot still had plastic wrap around it.
9:23 a.m . A caller reported a dog barking
loudly at the Alpha Gamma Rho house.
The caller advised the dog was caught in
his chain. Responding officers assured the
dog was OK.
6 p .m. A caller from Hester College reported a couple having an argument outside
the residence hall. A report was taken.

Sunday, Jan. 25
1:20 a.m. A caller from Franklin College
reported a small altercation between residents. The glass in a door of the residence
hall was broken during the fight. Central
Plant was advised it would send workers
to board up the door. A report was taken.
11:02 p.m. A caller from Richmond College
reported the smell of burning rubber on the
third and fourth Uoors. Officers were
ad vised the sm~ll was coming.from outside
the building. A report was taken .
11:04 p.m. A caller from Elizabeth College

advised officers about a fight on the eighth
floor of the residence hall. A report was
taken.

Monday, Jan. 26
9:59 a.m. A caller from the Curris Center
reported a lost or stolen cellular phone. A
report was taken.
3:55p.m. A caiJer from Har t College reported loud noises coming from outside the
building. The officer advised the group
ncar the residence hall was not too loud,
but asked the students to keep it down.
4:41 p .m. A caller from the Blackburn Science Building reported an altercation
between a Murray State employee and a
former University employee. Officers were
advised of the situation, and a report was
taken.

Tuesday, Jan. 27
2:24 a.m. A caller from Hester College
reported his roommate did not return
home after a party. The front desk and
Public Safety officers were notified.
9:30a.m. A University Police officer served
a civil summons to a Murray State student
at Public Safety.
12:04 p.m. A caller requested an ambulance
be di!->patched to Faculty Hall because a
student had a seizure. An officer took the
student back to his on-campus residence.

Wednesday, Jan. 28
5:46 a.m. An officer issul>d a verbal warning to an individual, who had not cleared
the icc from his windshield, driving in the
wrong lane of the road by Hamilton Field.
8:14 p.m. A subject reported a window of
his vehicle was broken while he was in
class. A report was taken.
10:29 p.m. A Racer Patrol officer requested
Emergency Medical Services respond to
the Carr Health Building for a student w ho
cut his head. Friends of the subject advised
they would transport him to the MurrayCallaway County Emergency Room.
Racer Escorts: 7
Motorist Assis ts: 6

Police BL•at is compiled by Vanessa Clzilders,
assistant news editor, with information provided by Public Safety. All dispatcltetl mils are not

listed.

Chiropractic...
The Choice For Me

Jason Kucma is a Third-year student from Medford, NJ. He graduated
from Ithaca College with a Bachelor's Degree in Exercise Physiology
concentrating In Cardiac Rehabilitation.
"The o nly thing that ha s ever captured my attention was studying the
human body. The more I learned In school, the more I needed to know.
The most logical step for me was to become a Doctor of Chiropractic
so I could truly help people·.
Before making his decision to attend Logan, Jason visited
nearly half of the chiropractic colleges in the United States.
"Logan is in the perfect location in a safe, residential area.
The Admissions staff are very friendly and helpful and the
faculty are excellent.·
Logan College offers students an incredible learning
environment blending a rigorous chiropractic program with
diverse and active student population. If you are looking
for a healthcare career that offe rs tremendous personal
satisfaction, professional success and income
commensurate with your position as a
Doctor of Chiropractic, contact l ogan College of
Chiropractic today and explore your future .
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Private Schools:
Officials debate private funding, political fallout
From Page 1
back to the state because they only
receive $35 million in financial aid
1
from the government, compared
with the $1 billion the state provides
for public higher education.
.,. "It's like comparing (a public university's) budget to Donald
Trump' s," Co1t said. "The KTG is a
very small program in the state government and we are receiving a very
small percentage (from state financial aid) of what it costs to actually
fund the education of our students.
We can't charge students what it
really costs to educate them."
Co" also said private institutions
had, in fact. faced their own budget
concerns and for the current fiscal
year. the KTG program was cut by
$1.8 million.
The tuition, endowment funds and
b

amount of donations from outside
supporters had also been flat or in
decline over the past several years,
he said.
Yet Buckingham and Sen. Bob
Jackson, also from Murray. said the
situation was ellactly the opposite.
Both legislators said in recent
years, private schools have begun
receiving larger amounts of federal
as well as state financial aid, more
than what is flowing into public
schools.
"In the pa.o,;t, private schools have
contributed back to the state,'' Buckingham said, "but under the scenario
right now, they are not sharing any
of the cuts (that public institutions
have been given)."
Jackson said in tough budgetary
times, it is necessary to look at how

the government budgets the amount expecting independent schools to
of financial aid that flows into pri· give back to the state would be the
negative impact to students who are
vate schools.
Travis Reindl, director of state entitled to their financial uid awards.
policy analysis and assistant to the McGowan called such expectations
President. American Association of "silly and unproductive.''
"We can't take students' money
Colleges and Universities. said the
problem with a proposal to cut fi nan- away from them,'' he said. "lt's the
cial aid is it could have negative perpetuation of that kind of thinking
that has kept many institutions in this
political consequences.
"In most states, the public money state from real progress."
that goes to private institutions is relMcGowan said the hest answer to
atively small, but the backlash from the problem would be for private and
alumni, students and family (which public schools to ''sit down at the
usually includes major contributors same planning table and cnordinate
to candidates) is not worth the bud- to address the state's needs."
Yet from public colleges and uniget savings from such cuts," said
Reindl. "In other words, it is a versities. a method for "coordination·· with their private counterparts
cost/benefit question."
But Bellarmine's president said seems to have already been prothe most important consequence of posed.

Banking:
Technology simplifies long distance account access
From Page 1

"When I ftrst came to school, (I banked at) an
Area Bank," he said. "Later. they were bought out
by BB&T."
Reed, Heine and Kerstiens said they enjoy specific features associated with their respective
banks.
Online banking is among the most in-demand
features.
"I usually check statements online,'' said Kerstiens. "I've been really happy with the service."
Reed said he uses online banking for checking
statements and buying items through electronic
t funds transfer online.
" I check my statement and do a little bit of Internet shopping," Reed said.
Heine said while he activated his bank's Internet
options, he seldom uses it.
"I've got it set up," he said. "But I always forget
my password.''
Students interviewed also seemed to prefer using
a debit card or e-check over a traditional paper
check.
Despite the features available from various
banks, a few students have been dissatisfied with
their ellperiences.
Aaron DeRenard, senior from Benton, said he
\ closed his bank account because of reoccurring
\ problems with his bank.
"Somehow. someone's automatic debit was rout-
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he said. "This occurred for six months and they
chnrged me overdraft. Every time it happened, I
had to go to a banker and (explain) that I had not
spent that money. FinaUy, I told them 'fix it, or I'm
leaving.' It happened again, and 1 1eft. I did get all

$1

X

Monthly fee

ed from my account for a large amount of money,''

$1 .50
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my money back, but the hassle was too much."
Despite problems, DeRenard said he will consider opening an account in the future.
"When I fmd a good bank, I might open an
account," he said. "But right now, 1 don' t need
one."

Fire survivors
remember,
offer advice
by EUzabeth Cawein
•

Staff Writer

After a lire that resulted from a faulty wall heater destroyed
their home last December, seniors Jenny Moss of Dyer, Tenn.,
and Christina Clark of Calhoun, say they are getting back into
the swing of things.
"I would say life is back to normal," Moss said. "You think
about it from time to time when you're sitting in your apartment
and have weird furniture and no end tables and no lamps,
because of everything you lost, and you do wonder why it happened to you,"
Clark and Moss have found permanent housing in a new
apartment, furnished in part by gifts from the community.
The roommates agreed their recovery from the fire would not
have been the same without the help of the University and the
community.
"Thi~ whole experience has really made us appreciate people," Clark said. "We're really grateful for everything everyone
has done for us. So many people still come up to me and ask me
how I'm doing."
As far as replacing lost belongings. the process has been a
slow one. Neither Clark nor Moss has seen any insurance
money yet. and they are doubtful as to whether or not they ever
will.
"The number one thing I have learned from lhis that I would
pass on to others is to get rettter's insurance today," Clark said.
Moss's father owned the home and had insurance coverage,
but neither of the women's personal belongings were insured.
Because the homeowner's insurance only covered structural
damage, not content, they may never be fully reimbursed for the
possessions they lost, Clark said.
"Renter's insurance is so cheap. and it is absolutely worth it,"
Moss said.
Clark said the estimates of the value of property lost for she
and Moss totaled around $40,000.
"We had everything we owned in the house, all the things we
had gotten through college and things from high school as
well," Clark said . "There's no way to replace it, and if you don' t
have insurance, there's no way to get money for it."
Clark and Moss said the second piece of advice they would
pass on would be to be educated about fire safety.
"You might think it's never going to happen to you, but it
happens all the time," Clark said.
She also suggested that students who live in housing around
the University check the status of their wall heating units.
''So many houses around here have them and they are so dangerous." she said.
Moss's advice to students is to be conscious.
"Don't just pull your smoke detector off the wall to get it to
stop beeping when the buttery is low," she said. "Be conscious
and aware of the possibility of fire:'

ATTENTION
GRADUATE
STUDENTS
The brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha
would like to welcome the newest associates
for the spring class of 2004.
Richard ''Dick" Blalock
Todd Broker
John Cadwell
Nathan Hicklin

Applications for Master's Degrees
to be conferred in May 2004
and Spring Comprehensive
Exam Applications
DEADLINE: FEB. 13, 2004

Matt Hohman
Jon Parsons
Matt Unroe
Harrison Yonts

Forms are available
from Graduate Admissions
in Sparks Hall or online at
http://masters.murraystate.edu/

CONGRATULATIONS!

Take a picture of something interesting
and submit it with a description, names
(unless there are five or more people),
classifications, majors, and hometowns.
.. •
The picture must be in .jpg format.

WE'VE MOVED!
Sun!et Boulevard Mu!ic i! now located
In the yellow building beside Wendy'!
on Chestnut Street!
MUSIC • CAR AUDIO • INSTALLATION

Voted
Best
Music
·Store!

- - - Ml1traR State
llU\VS
"] :!_ /

Contact ERIN GILLES at 762-4468
or erin.gilles@murraystate.edu or check
•
out www.thenews.org for more information.

C~estnut Street

(Beside Wend~'s) • Marra~, KY • 7S3·0113
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Opinion Editor: Taylor Ewing
Phone: 762~i468

Disney
ends
original
animation

\

Sacidar-t ~ tr"~
be9i t\njh9s .rn

polrt,c.s.

What do you think about
President Bush's plan to
send a mission to Mars?
"It's foolish.
What do we
really need to go
to Mars for?
Spend the money
on something
worthwhile. like
education."
Monlque DavJ.'I
scpllomOrf. KIIIHn. Texas

"It's great. More
money should be
put into the 'space
program. That is
where most if our
commercial
electronics come
from."

,

• vinc..ent·

Allan Hendrix
freshman. Henderson

NKU censors media

"I would rather
see it spent on
education ... that
is more important
to me than going
to the moon and
beyond."

Our View
ISSUE:
NORTHERN

Krystal Koester
SIJillof,

On Jan. 16 Michael Eisner, CEO of the Disney
empire, announced that Disney was closing all of its traditional animation studios.
Instead, all of its animation attention will be paid to
computer-gene rated
movies.
1 absolutely hate this idea.
but I'm not too worried. By
the time I have kids, l imagine that they'll be back to
making the 2-D musicals
that they're loved for.
Their argument is this :
CG movies cost less, and so
far have made more.
But this is a deceptive
CHRIS
argument. The cost. truthSCHWEIZER fully. is not close enough to
make a difference. although it is a little quicker to produce CG movies.
And, so far, they have done extraordinarily
well at the box office. "Monster's Inc.," the
Toy Stories and "Finding Nemo," these
movies have made a huge amount of money,
but not because of the medium.
These movies are popular because the
scripts are brilliant. They appeal to both children and adult$, as opposed to the recent animated drivel which numbs even an 8-year-old.
Every year we are inundated with at least
two sequels to previously beloved Disney animated features.
The new movies we do get aren't traditional
fairy tales with memorable songs anymore:
they're autonomous creations of the Disney
folks. "Brother Bear"? "Atlantis"? Come on.
Give us "Rapunzel." Give us "Puss in Boots."
Givt: us "Jason and the Argonauts."
Even adult-geared stories like "Gulliver' s
Travels" or ..Don Quixote" would make good
fare.
They took a step in the right direction when
they gave us "Treasure Planet," which
(although it would have been a lot better with
traditional pirates and some good music) was
pretty good, but until they start tapping the
fairy tale and classic angle again they'll be
lost.
The CG craze will continue as long as the
powers that be continue to invest in quality
writing. But as soon as they decide to turn
their studios into a factory again, the CG
movies will become as ignored as their recent
animated features .
Likewise, the novelty of CG animation is
likely to wear off. and is unlikely to be rimeless. Remember that Dire Straits video for "I
want my MTV"? Cutting edge then, but to us
it's just cubes moving awkwardly.
'
The problem with technology is that technology cannot, by definition, be timeless.
whereas "Snow White," the first full-length
Disney fare which was made in 1937, could
have been released within the past couple of
decades.
Last year's "Spirited Away" was Japan's
highest-ever grossing film. and it did extremely well in sales here in America, proving that
traditional animation films. if done well, can
still draw a crowd.
The biggest problem is Disney has been so
concerned with making as many as they can,
they've forgotten how to do it well. But Eisner can't rule forever. Maybe "Rapunzel" is
right around the comer.
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STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
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PROPOSED AN
AMENDMENT TO
PLACE THE STUDENT MEDIA
UNDER ITS
CONTROL.

"The money
should be used to
ftx. the problems
with the planet
we're living on
instead of taking
us to another."
MikeUst
sophomore. Louis...,..
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SGA CONTROL
OF THE STUDENT
MEDIA IS
UNCONSTITU·
TIONAL AND
JEOPARDIZES ITS
OBJECTIVITY.

The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
"The Mu"ay Slate News." The editorial board is composed of all section editors.
As "The Murray State News'' has
tackled the issue of University censorship in the past, ''The News" staff
wants to extend our support to a fellow Kentucky collegiate newspaper
fighting for its first amendment
rights.
According to the Jan. 28 edition of
"The Northerner," Northern Kentucky University's Student Government Association is proposing an
amendment to the university's constitution which will give SGA complete control over the funding of two
student organizations, as well as the
NKU student media.
In a letter to ''The News" and other
Kentucky collegiate newspapers,
Amanda VanBenschoten, editor in
chief of NKU's "The Northerner"
said the university's SGA "has
expressed a desire in the past to regulate student media content, and
would like to control its funding."
Furthermore, while the other student organizations to be included
under SGA authority will have a representative within the student government, the student media will not.
In fact, N KU SGA Sen. Mike
Tobergta said the university's media
should not be involved with the student government.
"When you think of government.
you don't want government necessarily to interfere with the media,"
Tobergta said in "The Northerner"
article. "And thereby, you don't nee-

'The News' voting commentary
skewed facts, statistics
To the editor:

'

As a student interested in politics. I
noticed a few questionable points while
reading Elizabeth Cawein' s Jan. 23 commentary entitled "Students should think
before voting."
While Cawein makes a good point that is, voters should research candidate!>
before voting, the statistics supporting
her claims are greatly mic;leading or
entirely incorrect. In addition, she baselessly criticizes Rob Whitfield's Jan. 16
"Involvement needed to combat cuts."
A simple Google search for "voting
statistics" leads directly to the U.S. Cen-

essarily want somebody in the media
being involved in the government."
Therefore. Northern Kentucky's
SGA is not only attempting to censor
the student media by placing it under
illi control, but it is doing so while
denying the organization the opportunity to represent itself.
How can that be to the benefit of
students, whose interests the organization is supposed to represent and
protect? The SGA is certainly not
protecting the rights of the students
involved in media, nor the rest of the
student body from which information will undoubtedly be held.
That is not to mention the blatant
disregard for the first amendment of
the U.S. Constitution.
Although NKU's SGA claims the
student media will retain autonomy
under the new constitution, its ability
to control the student media's funding will place obvious limitations on
its ability to select and present information objectively.
There is no reason a student government association should have the
power to limit or censor the student
media - unless it or the University
has something to hide from the public.
The proposal of NKU's SGA to
place the student media under its
authority is ignorant. unconstitutional and impractical and should not be
accepted by the students at NKU,
Murray State or anywhere else.
And we here at "The Murray State
News" are happy our Student Government Association is upholding
the interests of student journalists
and the student body as a whole by
respecting the media's right to function independently and freely.

sus Bureau's Voting and Registration
Data, which stands against virtually all
of Cawein · s statistics.
According to the Census Bureau's
data, which was collected from 202 mil lion Americans, Whitfield's statements
are correct. However. Cawein's assertions, supported by a student-designed
poll of a mere 1,202 people (also available through a Google search), appear
inaccurate in comparison with previous
elections. Interestingly, this survey
places the presidential debate as the single most intluential factor in determining
students' votes.
•
Cawein also suggest!'i "nearly 18 million 18- to 30-year-olds voted in the
2000 presidential election." Again, the
Census Bureau (with help of basic arithmetic) shows her to be incorrect. The

Chris Schweizer is a senior graphic design
major from Hopkinsl•ille.

exact number, according to the Census
Bureau, is 15.471,000 which is more
than 2.5 million less than Cawein•s figure.
Because the Census Bureau's statistics
from 1996, 1998 and 2000 elections
record the percentage of 18- to 24-yearold vorers as fluctuating between 16.6
and 32.3, it is safe to say college students
"generally don't vote," as Whitfield
mildly worded it.
Furthermore, Cawein 's suggestion that
Whitfield wants readers to believe students are the only people affected by the
education cuts is absurd. It is blatantly
obvious that Whitfield is targeting students as his primary audience.
Before writing additional critici1ing
articles, Cawein should fully investigate
the article she is questioning and support

her criticisms with accun.ue information
from reliable sources.

Justyn Stevenson
senior
Hopkinsville
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Hardee's,
Krystal
rumble

A new family portrait
Next week Alliance travels to Frankfort to lobby against an amendment to Kentucky s
constitution which will prohibit same-sex marriage and some couples' dreanz ofa family
In My
Opinion

..
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DANIEUE
WALSH

" LEGISLATION
DENYING GAYS
AND LESBIANS
BASIC CIVIL
LIBERTIES, SUCH
AS ADOPTION,
IS BASED
ENTIRELY ON
PREJUDICE AND
STEREOTYPES
AND IS
ROOTED IN
DISCRIMINATION. "

Many Murray State
graphic by Sanit Sopitgirapast ' tion denying gays and lesstudents find thembians basic civil liberties,
\
(
selves at a point in
such as adoption. is based
-~~
their lives where they
entirely on prejudice and
are beginning to think
stereotypes and is rooted
about starting a famiJ \
in discrimination.
Many very credible
ly.
After all, getting
and respected organizations support gay and lesmarried and having
bian adoption. including
children is seen as the
next step after graduthe Child Welfare League
ating college and
of America, the American
Academy of Pediatrics
lunding a job.
and the American PsyOther
students.
chological Association.
including gays and
Furthermore, there is
lesbians. often aspire
to achieve the very
not a single reputable
"American
dream"
study that shows children
that is so expected,
of gays and lesbians are at
any disadvantage when
maybe even seen as a
birthright, by their
compared to children with
straight counterparts.
heterosexual
parents.
An anti-gay marriage bill that would amend
But because of laws that restrict gays' and Kentucky's Constitution to prohibit same-sex according to the APA.
lesbians' opportunities to marry ~nd, in some marriage was filed by Benton's very own J.R.
Indeed, some research even suggests chilcases. even to adopt or have childJ:en, the Gray a few weeks ago.
dren may benefit from growing up with gay
dream must remain unfulfilled.
It is very likely to breeze through both the or lesbian parent<;.
Some days. the future looks so dismal that Senate and the House. picking up the threeThere is no question that GLBT people in
it i:. difficu lt for gny, lesbian , bisexual and fifths vote required for it to appear on the bal- commitred relationships provide stable, lovtransgender people to even dream about hav- lot in November's general election. This is ing homes to thousands of children who
ing a family .
despite the fact that same-sex marriage is might never be placed for adoption and are
Tuesday, Jan. 20, the night President Bush already illegal in Kentucky.
very likely caught in an inadequate child welgave his "State of the Union Address," was
The legislators are also very close to pass- fare and foster care system.
one of those days. In his address. Bush ser- ing a resolution which urges Congress to pass • GLBT Murray State students have every
monized. "Our nation must defend the sancti- a federal amendment which would define right to dream the same dream as their hetty of marriage."
marriage as an institution between one man erosexual classmates - to aspire to loving
Clearly. his "our" didn't include me or any and one woman in the U.S. Constitution.
relationships with future partners and chilof my gay ,or lesbian friends. The statement
As if the attack on gay marriage wasn't dren. More importantly. they deserve the
left me confused and wondering how two enough, two anti-gay adoption bills are also same access to basic human rights which will
people loving one another could be so threat- being considered. which. if passed, would allow them to actually attain this dream.
ening to so many people.
have grave consequences for GLBT KentuckCloser to home, bills filed in the Kentucky ians already having, or wanting to adopt chilSlate Legislature this year assured that GLBT dren anytime in the future.
Murray State students will have to fight to see
There is absolutely no reason GLBT people Daniel/t Walsh is a senior liberal arts major
their dreams come to fruition.
should not be able to have families. l.egisla- from Frankfort.
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~ ~ the town oig
enough l~1r the both of
them'!
With the opening of
Kry stnl last week,
Hardee's now hns
some nfter-hours dri vethru
competit ion,
prompting both hu).i- ·
ncsscs to ,share the latenight munchie market
However. the once
lonely lute· night stop.
Hardee's. has no fear
with the opening o r its
KTystnlized competitor.
··we'll take them
down hand over spatu·Ja," snid Greg Stot·kton. third s hift Hardee's employee. "We
know they're interested
in honing in on some of
our late-night market.
and we· re not goi ng tu
take it sitting on our buns."
Stockton said he believes the new Angus
beef Thickburgers and other quality products. such a:; fresh cookies, will keep ells·
tomers coming back to Hardee' s between
midnight and 6 a.m .• when other fn~t-fuod
restaurants are closed.
''Krystnl can have their lillie ·quare burgers and their chicken puffs. but we' re all
about the meat," he said. " And you cun'l
beat that."
Stockton is confident the quality of service Hardee's provides will also keep latenight diners in the drive-thn• line.
"You'll only wait 15 or 20 minutes on a
Friday night," he <>aid . "There' s no guumn ·
tee that you will get that ' peedy service
elsewhere.·•
Krystnl employee Korn Welsch said she
does not sec Hardee's as a threat. but more
as an open season.
"Late-night munchers are looking lor a
break,!l-she said. "Sometimes you just need
a bite-size burger after n night of cmrnming
or partying."
Welsch said there was no need to l0ok
farther than Krystal to curb lute-night
hunger.
"When people want quantity, they go to
Hardee's.'' she said. "'But when they seek
quality, they come to Krystal."
Welsch said she ami the third shift Krys
tal staff will take on the :;tuff of Hardc~· s
anytime in a head-to-head burger-flipp ing
competition. She said s he does not fcur the
bark of Hardee' s. nor the bite.
"Jn the end, we'll sec wh1.1SC bite is the
biggest," she said. "And Krystal \Viii leave
Hardee's with a mouthful .''

Melissa Stoneberger is a flmx-nell'.\' colttm •
nist for "The Murray Swte News . ..

.Spanish environment promotes usage of language
•

o1ng
G lobal
Spain
Every semeJter. dozens of Murray State studmts
leal•e their families, frinul'i and routine.s behind to
experience life in another country. Each week. Going
Global chronicles the e.\puience ofone Murray State
student studying abroad.

by Alicia Ray
I'll never forget the most euphoric moment of my life.
No. it wasn ' t after I ran my f1rst marathon, received my
professional skydiver's license or even fell in love. [t
was after I awoke from my daily nap one afternoon this
past summer. I was listening to Alejandro Sanz, a Spanish John M;tyer-type my senora had recommended, as I
wrote in my JOurnal like I hud done every day since my
arrival in Segovia, Spain.
I obviously wasn't partaking in any special activity nor
had I completed anything of merit. yet this was truly the
proudest. most self-satisfied I had ever felt .
At that moment, as I wrote my thoughts and feelings
for the day as tluidly in Spanish as if I had been writing
them in my nntive language. the realization that I could
speak Spanish swept over me.
· Not just the my-name-is-Alicia Spanish or the howmuch-doe:.·it·cost kind of Spanish. but the explain-yourpast-relationships-to-a·Spanish-guy-you're-dating or

ask -your· not -a-wor~-of-Engl ish-senora-if-she-has-asafety-pin-you·can-borrow-for-your-dress kind of Spanish.
At that moment of nirvana, I felt there wasn't anything
in the world that stood out of my reach. There I wa'i. a
half a world away from my fami ly, friends and comfort
zone. and I was completely fine. not to mention utterly
happy.
I have always considered myself pretty independent. I
didn't cry when my mom dropped me off for my first day
of kindergarten or feel nostalgic at any point during the
five·week Governor's Scholar Program. Yet, now that
I've accustomed myself to the European metro system,
navigated myself through several foreign cities (which is
a miracle in light of my sense of direction), defended my
religious values to strangers of another culture and negotiated the price of 14 pairs of Spanish shoes- all without
a word of English - my definition of independence
altered.
My definition and perception of life also changed
since my summer abroad.
One thing definitely viewed differently in the United
States and Spain is time. In America. time is a valuable
commodity of which there never seems to be enough.
We often mutter a quick "Hey. how are you?" as we
pass friends or acquaintances. hardly even stopping long
enough to really hear their answers, on our way to our
next time-oriented tasks.
In Spain, though. the emphasis is placed on people
rather than productivity. As l wove through the crowded,
narrow, cobblestone streets of Segovia on the days I wac;
running late to class (and those of you who know me can
attest that I prefer to make my entrances). 1 realized that,
save a few other Americans or tourist-looking people, I
was the only person who seemed to be in a hurry.
As I came to grasp the true meaning of the term
"mosey," I waded through families window shopping
together and old friends catching up on each others' lives
as they strolled. It' s sad to say, but a scene such as this is
almost unheard of in America's "time equals money"
culture.

Aside from American chains like McDonald's, which
could only be found in large cities. fast food did not exist
in Spuin. There were outdoor cafes on every corner. and
even if all you ordered wac; a drink (in which case wine
is cheaper than water). you could ~;it there for hours chatting with friends or reading a book. and no one would try
to rush you a\\ay.
In the more t(Jrmal restaurants. you were served three
courses: a soup; a main dish. which typically cons1sted of
a variety of veget:lbles and seafood cooked in olive oil;
and a light desscn ur fruit . This appreciation of food and
fellowship did not come with speedy service, to which
my impatient American friends and I were initially
annoyed, but it did come with an atmosphere and attention to detail and quality unmatched by any restaurant I
have visited in the United States.
As a whole. Spaniards do not stress salarie!> as much as
Americans, but I think they have discovered something
far more enriching than any amount of.dollars or Eurosrelationships with people.
To ensure that all families can eat lunch together, the
entire town of Segovia and much of Spain - banks.
shops, restaurants, schools - shuts down from about 2 to
5:30p.m. This blocl.: is called "sie~ta" time, because after
families eat lum:h normally between 2 and 3 p.m.
(Spaniards eat supper around 10 p.m.). time is allotted to
take a nop.
Wow. a stress-free atmosphere. great fashion and a
designated nap time ... Jesus must have sent me a little
taste of Heaven on earth.
I have so much more I w~nt to say about the best experience of my life, hut if you want to hear more. all you
have to do is strike up a conversation with me.
You could nsk me what time it is or how my classes
are going. and I will probably somehow incorpomte my
life·changing trip to Spain in my ans.wer.

Alicia Ray is u copy editor for "71ze Murray State
News."

t\lu:ta Ray/guest
Alicia Ray visits the "Castillo de Coca'' while
studying abroad with the Kentucky Institute for
International Stu dies in Segovia, Spain .
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Protesters meet mayor, demand
dismissal of Louisville officer

Local authorities arTest
musician, executive

LOUISVILLE (AP) - The parents of
Michael Newby, a 19-year-old black
teenager fatally shot by a white police
officer earlier this month, were among a
group of about 40 protesters who met
with Louisville's mayor Tuesday.
"ft's still unsettled," said Jerry
Bouggess, Newby's stepfather. "It's still
the same mumbo-jumbo."
The group, mostly black women and
some civil-rights leaders, handed Mayor
Jerry Abramson a list of demands. They
as~ed for the immediate firing of Officer
McKenzie Mattingly, zero tolerance for
police brutality and use of confiscated
drug money to equip officers with stun
guns.
Abramson said he would wait for a
police investigation to conclude before
making any decisions about Mattingly,
who is on paid administrative leave.
Chief Robert White had expected the
probe to be complete in early February.
The findings will go to local prosecutors,
who will consider sending the case to the
grand jury.

HAPEV ILLE, Ga.
(AP)
R&B singer Faith Fvans and
her husband, record executive
Todd Russaw, were arrested
on drug possession charges.
Evans and Russaw were
charged with possession of
cocaine and marijuana and
booked at the Fulton County
Jail,
WSB· TV
reported
Wednesday.
The couple's vehicle was
pulled over around 7:50 p.m.
Tuesday for an improperly
displayed temporary license
plate.
During the traffic stop, offi·
cers found a "minimal
amount" of marijuana on both
of' them as well as cocaine
residue on Evans, said
Hapeville police spokesman
Capt. William Lyons.
Neither were under the
influence at the time, Lyons
said.
Evans recently moved to
Georgia from New Jersey.

Legislation allows less penaHies
for 'fetal homicide' actions

•World
loses U.S. citizenship

FRESNO,
Calif.
(AP)
Americans' growing appetite
for cheap vegetables yearround is feeding a steady rise
in imports that is difficult for
American farmers, according
to a recent study conducted by
the U.S. Department of Agriculture.

NEW YORK (AP) - A feder·
aJ appeals court ruled Tuesday
that an 84-year·old accused
Nazi collaborator, who admitted being present as a guard
during a World War II massacre, must give u p his U.S. citizenship.
The 2nd U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals disagreed with Jack
Reimer's claim that the Germans captured h im in the
Soviet Union in the early
1940s, then forced him to follow their orders or be killed.

Mother wins settlement
from table manufacturer
PHILADELPHIA (AP) -The
mother of a kindergartner who
was killed when an u pright
folding cafeteria table fell on
him settled a wrongful-death
lawsuit against the table's
manufacturer for $ 10 million.
Lawyers for the mother,
Angeline M. Uberti, said Tuesday that the Ch icago-based
Midwest Folding Prod ucts
ignored warnings that its cafeteria tables were prone to tip·
ping. Cozzolino's mother also
sued the Philad~l ph ia school
district.

Failed escape earns
inmate felony charge
CHARLESTON, W.Va. (AP)
An inmate who was stuck for
four hours with his head and
one shoulder through a cell
window has been charged
with felony escape.
Robert Anthony Hill, 25,
used a metal shelf to smash
through the 6-inch-wide, 3foot- long window at South
Central Regional j ail on Mon·
day, authorities said.
Rescuers spent four hours
cutting out the window frame
and several blocks to free the
prisoner.

Fresh vegetable imports
went up by 7 percent in the
first 10 months of 2003 - a
1
trend that could be elbowing
U.S. farmers out of production,
market analysts said.
' "Thes& · .foreign products
flooding in make it very difficult to make a living," said Jeff
Dolan, a Newman, Calif.,
tomato producer who has been
in the farming industry for 18
years.
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LAGOS, Nigeria (AP)
North Korea has agreed to
sha re missile technology with
N igeria, Africa's most popu·
lous nation and a regional
m ilitary giant, the Nigerian
government said Wednesday.
Officials gave no d etails of
Tuesday's deal, including
w hether Nigeria would
receive assembled missiles or
just technology to make them.
It also was unknown whether
the technology was for Scud
or ballistic missiles.
Officials said aide would be
used for "peacekeeping."
Nigerian Vice President
Atiku Abubakar reached the
accord w ith Yang Hyong Sop,
the visiting vice president of
North Korea's Presidium of

U.S. soldiers carry an inj ured man from the scene of an
explosion at a central Baghdad hotel Wednesday. A car
bomb exploded in front of the hotel and partially destroyed
the three-story building and gutted several cars.
the Supreme People's Assemb ly, Abubakar's spokesman,
Onukaba Ojo, told The Associated Press.
The two committed to a
"program of cooperation that
includes missile technology,"
Ojo said.

French cabinet bans
religious symbols
PARIS (AP)- French Cabi·
net ministers adopted a bill
Wednesday banning conspicuous religious symbols in
public schools- the first stt>p
in outlawing Islamic head
scarves in the classroom.
It stipulates that "in
schools, junior high schools
and high schools, signs and
dress that conspicuously
show the religious affiliation
of students are forbidden."
The bill would ban Jewish
skullcaps, large Christian
crosses and other religious
symbols as well as Islamic

head scarves. But President
Jacques Chirac has made
clear that it is aimed at the
Muslim coverings.
In a nationally televised
speech in December, Chirac
called for a bill that could be
passed quickly and put in
force by the new school year
in September. Parliamentary
debate is set to begin Tues·
day.
Sanctions for refusing to
remove conspicuous religious
signs would range from a
warning to temporary sus·
pension from school to expu l·
sion.
The draft law has drawn
criticism
from
Muslims
around the world, and oppo·
nents fear it could trigger a
backlash in France's huge
Muslim community.

News in Brief is compilrd by Rob
Wlzitfield, wire editor.

Congratulations!
Mai-r.0~~s
Severo Avila
First Place, Best Editorial
Second Place, Best Business/Agribusiness Story

offers quality fashions for:

Ryan Brooks
First Place, Best Graphic
Third Place, Best Front Page
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Wear
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Enjoy owning des~gner clothing at a fraction of the cost.
Beautiful and in excellent condition.
\Near "Sak's Fifth Avenue· at Sak's Ihrifl Avenue price!

make someone's day!

DetaDs of missile deal
withheld by officials

AP Photo/Stringer

"It's a really great place to shop/"
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It's an unforgettable

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) - A
suicide bomber driving a van
which was disguised as an
ambulance, blew up his vehi·
de Wednesday in front of a
hotel frequented by West~m
ers, witnesses and police said.
Iraqi police reported four
people were killed, and South
Africa said one of its nation·
\
als was among them.
The u.s.) military initially
reported three dead, then
said only the d river was
killed.
The blast at the Shaheen
Hotel a lso injured 17 peop le,
according to hospital officials.
The attack reinforced fears
voiced by U.S. officials that
insurgen ts will step up
attacks in the run-up to the
planned transfer of power by
the U.S.-led coalition admin·
istration to a sovereign Iraqi
government on July 1. It was
the second suicide bombing
in the capital in less than two
weeks.
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Fonner Nazi colaborator

Produce imports rising
says agriculture analysts

FRANKFORT (AP)- People w ho cause
the death of a fetus could be sentenced to
life in prison withou t parole, but not the
death penalty, according to the "fetal
homicide" proposal the House Judiciary
Committee approved late Tuesday.
Following a swift hearing, a House
panel agreed on th e proposal. It would
create a separate chapter in Kentucky's
criminal code for prosecutors to go after
offenders whose actions result in a fetus'
death.
"We've been trying to do this since 1983
in the state of Kentucky," said Rep. Bob
Damron, the b ill's sponsor.
There have been other versions
swirling around both chambers of the
General Assembly this session. Damron's
proposal was viewed by some as a compromise of those proposals. The Senate
passed a separate fetal homicide measure
last week.
The approved versio~ would p rotect
unborn fetuses from the time of concep·
tion.
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Atkins diet prompts Students pack, travel home
.
Officials discuss 'suztcase
campus ' status
menu adjustments
by Elizabeth Cawein
St~1ff

by Melissa Kilcoyne
News Editor
With the growing popularity
of the Atkins Diet, many restaurants are adjusting their menus
to accommodate dieters.
Subway, Hardee's. TGI Friday's and Burger King are
among restaurants assisting carbohydrate-conscious consumers
achieve their dietary goals while
dining out
''It's something that the community wanted, so (the corporate
office) did it to accommodate
the requests," said Craig Walker,
general manager for TGI Friday's, 5050 Hink.leville Road in
Paducah. "Everybody loves it.
I've seen more of the Atkins'
products being sold than normal."
According to the eatery's Web
site, TGI Friday's partnered with
Atkins Nutritionals to ensure
items met the criteria of the
Atkins Nutritional Approach.
The restaurant has two low-carb
appetizers and seven entrees.
"(Customers) were asking for

Atkin s-F

special instructions for their
food so they would stick to the
Atkins by substituting our
menu," Walker said. "Now they
can order something directly off
the menu."
Charlotte Latham, general
manager of Hardee's, N. Highway 641, said lhey now have a
low-carb Thickburger. The
burger is wrapped in lettuce.
"Before we came out with this
we had several customers to ask
for a burger with no bun," Latham said. "But since we've gone
to (a low-carb burger), we have
heard a lot of good comments.''
Hardee' s introduced its lettuce-wrapped burger on Dec. 15.
It is made with a one-third
pound Angus beef hamburger
patty and topped with ketchup,
mayonnaise, cheese, tomato. red
onion and dill pickles.
The low-carb burger contains
49 fewer carbohydrates than the
traditional burger, according to a
Hardee's press release issued
Dec. 15.
"Hardee's is the first quickserve restaurant chain to offer a

ly Menus

TGI Friday's
Sizzling NY Strip with Bleu Cheese (6 carbs)
Cheeseburger Cheeseburger (6 carbs)
Sizzling Chicken with Broccoli (17 carbs)
Garlic Chicken with Mixed Vegetables (7 carbs)
Chargrilled Salmon Fillet (6 carbs)
.
Tuna Salad Wraps (14 carbs)
Grilled Chicken Caesar Salad (9 carbs}
Burger King
Regular sandwiches served without bread,
ketchup and mayonnaise (5 carbs or less)
Hardee's
The Lettuce Wrapped Low-Garb Thickburger (5
carbs)
Subway
Turkey & Bacon Melt Wrap (10
Chicken Bacon Ra

quick and convenient low-carb
burger for the almost 32 million
Americans currently on some
type of carbohydrate-reduced
diet," Brad Haley, executive
vice president of marketing for
the corporation, said in the
release.
Burger IGng adapted its current sandwiches to provide lowcarb options.
"Anything that we have. we
will make without a bun," said
James Stewart, management
trainer for Burger King, 841 N.
12th St. "All the customer has to
do is request it."
Burger King will serve nine
sandwiches without buns for
special prices. Stewart said they
are served in small salad containers with all regular toppings,
except ketchup and mayonnaise.
The bunless burgers contain five
grams of carbohydrates or less.
"We've seen a lot of the
Atkins menu stuff coming
through, especially since college
is back on," Stewart said. "You
have a lot of couples where one
is on a diet and the other's not,
and it makes it difficult to go out
to a restaurant without the special menu."
Subway introduced two lowcarb choices for Atkins dieters.
They now have a turkey and
bacon melt wrap, with Monterey
cheddar cheese and the chicken
bacon ranch wrap, with Swiss
cheese.
''We do not lend the Atkins
name lightly," Man Wiant,
senior vice president for Atkins
Nutritionals. said in a Subway
press release. "Just as Atkins is
dedicated to the science of a
low-carbohydrate lifestyle. Subway Restaurants has proven its
dedication to the health and
needs of its customers, while
never sacrificing taste or quality."
Said Wiant: "As partners, we
are making it easier for Americans to maintain their low-carb
goals. while enjoying the convenience and familiarity of dining
at a favorite restaurant.''

Hmmm, graduation's in
Now what to do
with this old bike?

Writer

Suitcase school: a college or university at which the majority of stu·
dents go home on the weekends.
The aforementioned classification
has plague-like qualities, causing
University officials to avoid it at all
costs. But is Murray State actually a
suitcase school? And if so, what are
the negative connotations surround ·
ing this term?
While there is no definitive way to
answer these questions. as data is not
available concerning the number of
students who lea\'e campus each
weekend, there are several different
schools of thought on both issues .
Director of School Relations Paul
Radke said the term in and of itself is
a misnomer.
''I have been to hundreds of col·
leges across the country and college
campuses are generally quieter on the
weekends." he said. "Students are in
their residence halls or apartments,
faculty and staff are at home or in the
community. People are here, you just
don't see them walking to and from
classes like you would on a Monday
through Friday class day."
Sophomore Nikki Fuller disagrees .
The Franklin Hall resident travels to
her hometown of Paducah each week-

end and said she believes the majority
of students are doing the same.
"I live close and I have n lot of
friends at home,'' Fuller said.
"There's more going on for me
there.''
She said she sees no negatives for
Murray State in being classified as a
suitcase school.
"1 think the fact that people do go
home reflects more on the town than
on the school;' she said. "There's
nothing to do in Murray. so I'm going
home where there are things to do."
Sophomore Bianca McNees. of
Clarksville, Tenn., shares Fuller's
perspective, and also said she views
the classification o f suitcase school as
neither a positive nor a negative tag
for lhe University.
"I think the school tries hard to do
things to keep people here. and some
people do stay here," McNees said.
"Not everyone goes home on the
weekend .''
Radke said initiatives s uch as the
"Unpack Your Suitcase" information·
al campaign have had a positive effect
on weekend campus life.
''I think without a doubt it has made
an impact," be said. "We're sharing
with students the variety of things that
are happening on campus and in the
community and region, giving them
the opportunity to take advantage of

Williams-Short wedding
Amy Louise Burns Short, instructor of English composition and Murray State alumna, and John Mark
Williams, from Arizona, are pleased
to announce their wedding.
Amy is a freelance writer and is
currently working on a second master's degree. She plans to pursue a
doctoral program at Arizona State
University.
John is a graduate of Arizona
State University and currently works
as a reference librarian at the Mesa
campus of Maricopa Community

those things. The more y,ays we cnn
publish events and let students know
about them. the better."
Freshman LeeAnna Green from
Mayfield, questioned Murray State's
status as a suitcase school.
"I think it's what you mnke of it,"
she said. ''There arc people I know
who never go home because they find
things to do here in Murray. But if
there are students who are determined
to go home every weekend, they wil l,
regardless."
Green said the only time she heads
home is to retrieve clothing or o the r
items she may need.
"Never do l really go home to
spend the night or the weekend." :.he
said. "There' s always so much going
on here on campus that I want to
stay."
Green supported Radke's assess·
ment of the silence of a college campus during the weekend.
''The thing you have to remember is
that we have 7,000 commuters,"
Green said. "Of course the campus is
going to be quieter on the weekends.
It's definitely negative when students
are told that we are a suitcase school
because they get the impression that
there's nothing to do on campus, and
there's so much. You get from it what
you put in. If you want to be bored.
you can."

College in Arizona.
The couple married at 10:30 a.m.
Dec. 21 in a private ceremony in
Mesa, Ariz.
After a holiday wedding trip to
New Orleans. then to Arizona and .
Kentucky, the couple plans to relocate to Mesa at the conclusion of the
2003-04 academic year.
For engagements and weddings ,
submit information at www.thenews.org or come to 111 Wilson
Hall and tell us in person . A special
section will be published periodically
based on the number of submitted
announcements.

APPLY TODAY!
McNair Scholars Program
OPEN APPLICATION DEADLINE
As an undergraduate, you need to be thinking about what you w ill do after
graduating from M urray State. Going to graduate school is an important consideration. The McNair Scholars Program can help you get into graduate
school, and succeed when you get there. Some of the services and benefits '
provided by the McNair program include:
• A paid, faculty-mentored, undergraduate research, scholarly, or creative
project that wi ll help you develop the skills you need in graduate school.
• Scholarship assistance while an undergraduate. ·
• Free trip to visit graduate programs and schools.
• Free GRE preparation workshops, tutoring, and personal assistance.
• Opportunity to attend a national or regional conference, all expenses paid.

Sell Itl
with

The Murray State News Classified Advertising

10¢/Wordl
Classified Categories Include:
For Sale • For Rent • Help.Wanted • Personals
Lost & Found • Travel • Medical • Real Estate
Announcements • Business Opportunities

• Special graduate school application (ee waivers for McNair Scholars.

Eligibi lity requirements and an applicati on
form can be found online at:

http:/I campus.murraystate.edu/services/ursa/mcnair
For additional help, phone the McNair office at 762-3191
or visit us in Room 325A in Wells Hall.

Open to undergraduates in all disciplines!

Program funded by the U.S. Department of Education

•

Classified ads may be placed at The Murray State News office,
11 1 Wilson Hall, or may be mailed to The Murray State News.
Classified ad.vertising must be paid for at the time placed. No classified ads will be accepted
over the telephone. The Murray State News' advertising polides and deadlines apply.

RONALD
E . McNAIR
•
POST-BACCALAUREATE
ACHIEVEMENT PROORAM

'
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This \X'eek
•Friday
•Rifle Match - Withrow Invitational, all
day. Stewart Stadium.
For more information
phone 762-4407.
•Cinema International - "The Fast
Runner," 7~30 p.m.,
Curris Center Theater. Free admission.
•Truck Pull - Truck
Monster
Pull &
Crush, 7:30 p.m.,
Expo Center.
•Friday Night Live
"Anchored Soul," 8
p.m., Curris Center
Stables. Free admission.

What's
the rush?

The

Rush Week started Jan. 19. Fraternity memhers
across campus tried to recruit men they deemed
worthy ofjoining their organization.
Staff Writer Johnathan Meador followed rushee
Matt /lohman, to get wr insider's perspectil•e.

tou

by jonathan Meador
Staff Writer

Rush (noun): to move or act swiftly: hurry.
For the seven days known ns Ruo;h Week, fraternal organizations host numerous events to glean the student body for potential pledges. Rushees. a-; they nre called. attend each event to
network with members of the fraternity in order to receive a bid
to pledge. Some are picked, some have to wait until next semester.
The rushees are on display during Rush Week. under the
microScopic eye of those they must impress. Issues of brotherhood and loyalty are often the focal point of the week. bsues
that are increasingly stressed as Rush Week winds to a close
and Sunday night - bid night - approaches.
And Sunday night is where everything comes to n head, as
rushees find out whether or not their efforts have been in vain.
This semester alone, upwards of 80 young men rushed over
all fraternities. In Lambda Chi Alpha, approximately 19 men
rushed. Only eight received bids.

•Saturday
•RIDe Match Withrow Invitational, all
day, Stewart Stadium.
For more information
phone 762-4407.
•Film Marathon
Indiana Jones Film
Marathon, 11 a.m. - 7
p.m., Curris Center
Theater. Free admission.
•Basketball - Racers
vs. Morehead State,
men 2 p.m., women
5:15 p.m., RSEC. Free
admission with Racercard.
•Cinema
International - "The Fast
Runner," 7:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Theater.
·Free admission.
•Truck Pull - Truck
Pull & Monster Crush,
7:30 p.m., Expo Center.

•sunday
•Rifle Match - With·
row Invatitional, various times, Stewart Stadium. For more information phone 7624407.
•Super Bowl - Super
Bowl Party, 5 p.m ..
Curris Center Stables.
Free admis~ion.

•Monday
•Blood Drive - Amer-

ican Red Cross Blood
Drive, 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.,
Curris Center Dance
Lounge.
•Tickets - Tickets
available for "An
Evening with Maya
Angelou." For more
information contact
SGA at 762-6951 or
www .msusga.com.

•Tuesday
•Blood Drive- American Red Cross Blood
Drive. 9 a.m. • 3 p.m.,
Curris Center Dance
Lounge.
•Faculty Senate
Faculty Senate Meeting will be held the
first Tuesday of each
month dunng the aca·
demic school year,
3:30 - 5 p. m., Curris
Center Barkley Room.
•CAB - The Campus
Activities Board meeting, 4:30 p.m., Curris
Center SGA Office.
•Tickets - Tickets
available for "An
Evening with Maya
Angelou." For more
information contact
SGA at 762-6951 or
www .msusga.com.

Terry Derting, Asst. professor
of biological science holds her
dog Franklin's leash, while
Westview Nursing Home resident Francine Maness pets the
friendly canine.

Murray State students, faculty use
pets to comfort senior citizens
by Liz Smith
Staff Writer

Instead of searching for scraps of food
in order to survive, rescued alley cat,
Dudley, is now saving lives as one -<if the
dozens of pets participating in the Murray-Calloway County Humane Society's
Pet Therapy program.
Two years ago, English professor
Kevin Binfield came across the stray in
Paris, Tenn., and figured the feline had
been desened by his owners.
"Dudley's previous owners are
unknown, although there was a nearby
house that had been abandoned by renters
who had just left their animals locked up
in the ba~ement," said Binfield. "1 have
no idea, however, whether Dudley was
related to those animals."
Concerned the cat wouldn't survive on
his, own, Binfield decided to find him a
home. The first person he thought of was
Jean Lorrah.
Lorrah, fellow English professor and
Humane Society member, had just lost
her 12-year-old Siamese cat to old age,
leaving her alone except for a dog, Kadi.
Binfield explained Dudley's story to Lor·
rah and asked if she was interested in
adopting him.
''Since Dudley was a year old at the
time, I thought he'd get along well with
my dog," Lorrah said. "The two complemented each other, what with Dudley
being so calm and Kadi being so hyper.
so I decided to keep him."
A few months later, Lorrah realized
that Dudley's laid-back attitude made
him a perfect candidate for the Humane
Society program called Pet Therapy.
Pet Therapy is designed to improve the
lives of nursing home residents through
animal interaction. Participating Humane
Society members bring their pets to elderly care centers and interested residents
visit and play with the animals. The goal
being, according to ihe Calloway
Humane Society's Web site, "to lift the
spirits of patients in nursing homes."
As a long-time member of the Humane
Society, Lorrah was familiar with Pet
Therapy and had wanted to participate,

but couldn't because Kadi was too hyper.
"She's so friendly and enthusiastic that
she most likely would have jumped on
and hun the residents,'' Lorrah said.
"Dudley was a much better match and I he
Humane Society wao; thrilled to have him
because, up to that point, no other cuts
were involved."
Lorrah and Dudley have gone bn four
Pet Therapy trips since they Joined in
December, one of which was to West·
view, a home with exceptionally sick
patients. Kathleen Tucker, licen!ied practical nurse at Westview Nursing Home,
said whenever the animals visit, patients
are willing to socialize more and their
true personalities come out.
"Residents who don't normally
respond to people, reach out to animals,''
Tucker said. "There's this one lady who
always keeps to herself, but when she's
around un animal, she's a totally different
person."
There is some science to explain the
change in personality that Tucker
described. According to a piece in
''Men's Health" titled "Heal Yourself,
Doggy Style," "the companionship and
entenainment provided by a pet lessen
feelings of sadness and pessimism." The
same study also showed that petting an
animal "lowers blood pressure almost
immediately" and eases muscle tension.
And that healing power goes for all ani·
mals. However, so far only cats and dogs
have joined the program.
"The rules state that dogs, cats and all
other pets must be on a leash, so I kno'.' a
variety of animals are welcome," Lorrah
said. "But I don't know how the nursing
home would feel if ~omeone brought in a
pot-bellied pig."
Pet owners interested in joining the
program should contact the Murray-Calloway County Humane Society at 7591884 and be prepared to spend an hour at
a nursing home with their pet twice a
month.
As for Dudley, students can find this
friendly feline soaking up his yuppie
lifestyle at Lorrah's office in Faculty
Hall every Wednesday during school
hours.

(AbO\:e) Dogs and cat alike are eager
to visit with nursing home residents.

(Below) Dudley the cat, owned by
"E nglish and philosophy professor
Jean Lorrab, sits calmly in resident
Anne Carter·s lap.

•Thursday
•Tickets - Tickets
available for "An
Evening with Maya
Angelou." For more
information contuct'
SGA at 762-6951 or
www .msusga.com.

Day 1: Hot Dogger
The third floor of the Curris Center went Greek for a brief
period of time Monday. Gathered were all the fraternities to
kickoff Rush Week with a hot dog-dominated menu.
"It' s to stir interest in the Greek system," said Jung. "(The hot
dogger) acts us a launching pad for going Greek."
For Hohman. Lambda Chi was his choice fraternity, nnd he
knew he wanted to join before he ate his first dog of the day.
"I knew that Lambda Chi was my fraternity from the start,"
he said.
Last seme!'ter, Hohman conducted his own hot dogger. getling to know u little bit about each fraternity, including Lambda Chi. in the process.
Day 2: Cosmic Bowl
At II p.m.. Corvette Lanes was packed.
Rushees nnd members uf Lambda Chi flooded the neonbathed lanes, bowling to the sounds of the '80s and their own
roaring conversations.
"I already know most of these guys," Hohman said, sitting
back in his chair and tugging on hi~ ball cap. "To tell you the
truth. I haven't met many people tonight I didn' t already
know."
Although he is a sports fanatic, Hohman didn't do much
bowling.
"I don't know what I scored tonight," he said. "Let's just say
I got 132."
Breaking a hundred was not at the top of his priority list that
night. Hohman was committed to receiving a bid, yet as the
night drew to a close and the pins were beginning to recover, he
.seemed very nonchalant.
"lfl get u bid, I get a bid," he suid. 'Til do my best, but if it's
out of my hands, then I'll leave it in God's."
Day 3: What is brotherhood?
On a cold Wednesday night, Lambda Chi brothers opened the
doors tQ rushees for a barbecue. Three rows of tables, the smell
of cooked meat and a tub of ice-cold refreshments resembled
more of a Norse mead hall thun a fraternal get-together
Hohman, dressed in a turtleneck and leather coat, canned
soda in hand, hopped casually from one group of people to
another.
After an hour of mingling, rushees and members sat down 10
eat loose-meat barbecue, counesy of a generous Lambda Chi
alumnus.
continued on page 1 0

Chris Schweizer

•Wednesday
•SGA - Student Government Association
student senate meeting, 5 p.m.. Curris
Center Barkley Room.
•Dinner - Newman
House weekly dinner,
5 p.m.. Newman
House across from
White College. Free
admission.

The rushee and his fraternity
Matt Hohman, 20. is a sports junkie.
"Chances arc. if there's a TV on in my apartment, then
there's probably a game on it,'' Hohman said.
Hohman loves spons. A junior from Mount Vernon, Ill., his
athletic endearments range from tennis to hockey, from basketball to baseball. Perhaps that is v. hy Hohman chose to rush
Lambda Chi Alpha. Lambda Chi is knOY< n for its strong presence in sports, something that drew Hohman in right away. His
major in business marketing, hoping either to pursue a career in
sports marketing or pharmaceutical representation.
"We really preach diversity," Chris Jung, Lamhda Chi pre~i
dent said. "lambda Chi isn't just strong in sports. We pride
ourselves in having a wide variety of guys, from football players to theater majors. Our strength comes from that."

ONCE, WHEN CHARTING
WHAT I THOUGHT TO
BE A DESERTED ISLAND,
I WAS CAPTURED ...

BY CANNIBALS!

GRACIOUS! HOW
DID YOU ESCAPE?

THEY LET ME GO.
APPARENTI..Y, I
WASN'T ON THE
"LOW CARB" LIST.
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This Weel<

come to Curris Center thea

1. Speakerboxxxl
The Love Below - OutKast
2. The Very Best of Sheryl
Crow - Sheryl Crow
3.The Diary of Alicia Keys
Alicia Keys

by PhJW.p Dishon
Contribuung Writer

4. Shock'n Ya'll - Toby Keith
5. Closer - Josh Groban

Archeologists aren't usually associated with fighting Nazis, saving the free world or even getting the
girl. However, for the legendary lndiana Jones, it's all
in a day's work.
On Jan. 31, the Murray lnde~ndent Film Association win present aU three of the classic Indiana Jones
films starting at 11 a.m. In the Curris Center Theater.
The trilogy will run until 7 p.m.
The series, directed by Steven Spielberg and wriuen
by George Lucas. began with "Raiders of the Lost
Ark." It was followed by "Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom" and "Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade."'
Chris Schweizer, senior from Hopkinsville, and
John Gibson, graduate student from Union City,
Tenn., helped organize this event.
..1 think they are three of the greatest movies ever
made," said Gibson. "I think (the films) arejust ter-

Source: Associated Press

• Movies
1. The Butterfly Effect - Starring Ashton Kutcher
2. Along Came Polly - Starring Ben Stiller
3. Win a Date with Tad Hamil·
ton - Starring Kate Bosworth
4. Big Fish - Starring Ewan
McGregor
5. The Lord of the Rings: The
Return of the King - Starring
Elijah Wood
Source:

A~soci.1tcd

..

• Books

Source: Associated Press

•web site
www.groundhog.com
Feb. 2 is the official holiday of
Groundhog Day. Check our
whar is going on in Punxsutawney, Penn., home of the
famous weather-predicting
groundhog, from this Web :;ire.
They have po!>ted a 2004 event
schedule, the hislOry of Groundhog Day and :.t direct link to
Punxsutawney Phil's own Web
site. Phil's weather pred iction is
at ~•pproximately 7:52 a .m.

amous quotes
from the movies
t. "Snakes. Why'd it ha

''These fllms are the
return to the great serial action movie. There
is never really a time
when you're bored
watching them."
john Gibson

Murray Independent
Film Association

to be snakes?"

-Indiana Jones
"Indy. why does the
move?"

Sallah

"Are you trying to
a sense of humor or
I going deaf?"
Indiana Jones

During this free event a costume contest. a raffle
and a trivia contest will be held lor those in attendance.
Costume winners will be determined by an audience poll and prizes include .a $25 gift certificate to
Blockbuster Video and 20 free movie rentals from
Movie World.
With the opportunity to see three great films. MIFA
is hoping for a large turnout for the film festival.
"Our goal is to entertain." Gibson said.

Press

1. Arthur Agatston - The
South Beach Diet
2. Dan Brown - The Da Vinci
Code
3. Arthur Agatston - The
South Beach Diet Good Foods
Good Carbs Guide
4. Ron Susklnd - The Price of
Loyalty: George W. Bush, the
White House and the Education
of Paul O'Neil
5. Dan Brown - Angels &
Demons

trilogy hit theaters. Since that time, Gibson said, the
films have not lost their charm.
"'They definitely held up. Ir has been almost 21
years. It is a sign of how great the movies are."

Paducah's The Dishwashers bring punk music to campus
by justin Bontrager
Music/Film Reviewer

The Dishwashers
January 23
Curris Center

Punk Rock Midlife Crisis, unlike ordinary
midlife crisis, rakes place between the ages of
25 and 30, rather than between the ages of 40
and 45. Signs you're experiencing the punk
rock variety can manifest themselves in a
,lariety of ways: running from the police isn't
"fun" anymore, you don't put "youth" at the
end of your band name, you live in a three
bedroom house with only two other people
and you start to get jaded.
How can I help it when there's one-stop
punk rock stores in the mall now Wflere you
can buy your image, and everybody (even
people who aren't remotely punk) has a
frickin · piercing nowadays?
I try not to be a totally jaded bastard. I don't

always succeed, but I give it my best shot. you leam your dancing moves. a hockey
When I heard there was a "punk" band play- fight? Oh well, it's aU in fun until someone
ing at the Curris Center, I had to check it out gets their brand new Korean-made Doc
-especially since it was free and there are no Martens scuffed.
The Dishwashers were OK. Its music
bars left in this town that don't have servers
dressed like zebras. I just don't like drinking reminded me a little of Crimpshrine and The
Mr. T Experience with a healthy dose of the
around the cast of "Friends," so sue me.
I expected The Dishwashers. with members Groovie Ghoulies and Green Day (though
who hail from Paducah, to be one of tho~e it'll probably deny it). Look, I know the first
new "Christian Punk" bands (which is fine- punk record you ever bought was "Dookie,"
weird, but fine) . It didn't appear to be, it's OK. At least it wasn't trying to be Green
though, especially since it had a coffin and Day. They all had on suits and makeup which
fake blood for stage props. I still felt a little gave them a comically theatrical appearance.
out of place, however, because I felt like I sort of like a nerdy Misfits (sans the devil
was entering Munchkin Land when I stepped locks).
The crowd, comprised mostly of those in
into the Curris Center. [ was old enough to be
half the audience members' father, or at least their mid-to-late teens. loved it. 1 thought it
put on a pretty decent show, too. Especially
their crazy uncle.
They were a well-behaved bunch. The considering every oth~r band I've heard
worst thing thai happened was some kids who around here is a cheesy cover band or. worse
were trying to slam kept knocking over a fake yet, a group of Rush enthusiasts who play
fem. Since l'm on the topic of slam dancing boring and drawn-out instrumental ·~ams."
... hey, ever hear of a circle. ldds? Where'd -:Plus. The Dishwashers have one of the

coolest lyrics I've ever heard: "Come on. get
your OED and let's go,'' or something like
that.
I think it's great that Murray State supported the event - or, at least, allowed it. Maybe
next time someone can put together a bill feuturing more than one band. The Dishwashers'
show proved there are people who will support it. I think they bad a bigger draw than last
semester's Fuel fiasco.
My only criticism of the show is th•ll The
Dishwashers need to pitch in tor a tuner and
figure out how to control it<; feedback . Still,
I'd rather listen to two hours of shrieking
feedback than two minutes of some lame
Dave Matthews Band wannabes.
Oh, and it needs to find another band name;
a few suggestions~ Demon Cake. Copsucker,
Elvis' Pill Stash. The Evil Weevils, The Harvey Keitel Experience or Riot Nrrd.
Watch for the fliers, put down your television remote and go see The Dishwashers.
You won't regret it.

n you ,,.,,, seeing this sign:

because of bad or squeaky brakes,

LOOK lor this sign:

BRII\II\I'!i
Duality §ervice & Lube, Inc.
COME ON INU NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED!!
Our team of mechanics is qualified in brake repair, replacement, & inspection.
Our hours are Mon. - Sat., 8 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. GET THE BEST SERVICE
AT A GREAT PRICE where "The Golden Rule• is our policy!

Located at 507 S. 12th St. (next to Log Cabin Restaurant) 759-0003

Visit us at one of our
762-9933 • 708 N. 12th St. • Across from Roy Stewart Stadium

200 AN. 12th St.

HWY 641 South

Murray

Hazel
(270)492-8839

(270)753-3086

r convenient locations
417 S. Sixth St.
Mayfield
(270)251-0640

325 Main St.
Benton
(270)527-0110
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·Rushee given Lambda Chi bid
continued from page 8

'Tm a huge hockey fan," he said. 'Tve played a
lot of roller- hockey in my day."
The roller skating outing marked the last open
event of Rush Week. The next event, the Smoker, is
invitation only, and Hohman got his shortly after he
walked through the door. By this time, there is little a rushee can do to dramaticaJiy sway opinion in
his favor.

The topic of brotherhood was first introduced this
night, as the floor opened to anyone who wanted to
speak on the topic.
Bryse Yonts' speech set the tone.
"We don't need you." the senior from Muhlenburg county r-aid, addressing the room. "We're not
hurting if you don't join our fraternity. We'll live
on without you."
"If you get a bid," he said, "I want you to think
about it.''

'' We really preach diversity. Lambda Chi
isn't just strong in sports. We pride ourselves in having a wide. variety of guys,
from football players to theater majors.
Our strength comes from that. ''

Day 4: A night with the Chop Girls
There is a group of women whom affectionately
go by the moniker. "Chop Girls." These are women
who dedicate their time to helping out the Lambda
Chi members. and Thursday night they made san<.lwiches and chili for the rushees.
"It was really laid-back," Hohman said. "I had a
good time."
While they ate. a projector played "Old School."
The movie is about a group of guys who start their
own fraternity, adding a humorous element to
Hohman 's own process. Unlike the movie, nobody
engaged in any KY Jelly wrestling matches that
evening.

Day 5: Roller skating
Rushees took to the rink late Friday night.
The coordination and stamina of each rushee was
tested as they were forced to complete rigorous
rounds of "The Chicken Dance" and "The Hokey
Pokey.·•
While some attendees took a spilJ, Hohman took
to the rink like a fish to water.

CLUES ACROSS
1. Dressed

5. Dulled by surfeit
10. Used esp. of meats
14. Taunted
15. Type of cigar
16. Hawaiian Feast
17. Essential oil obtained from
flowers
1a. Wrong
19. Of an ode
20. "81g Valley" matriarch
23. Integrated data processing.
abbr.
24. Command right
25. Can't move
29. Iran
32. Selfs
33 Storehouse. for one
36. Expel
37. Cyst
38. Misery resulting from afflic·
lion

39. For recording the speed
and direction of wind

Chrisjung

l ~tmlxla

Chi Alph;t president

Day 6: Smoker
Much secrecy surrounds this event. What goes on
is open to public knowledge.
What is said, isn't. It is invitation only, allowing
only a select few to participate. and rushees sit
down for a brief interview with a handful of members. What is said during the Smoker usually stays
between attending members und rushees.
Hohman took a date to the formal affair held in
Ordway Hall. Catered by Dutch Esscnhaus, the
soiree serves as a last chance for members to put a
name with each rushee's face.
"It's their time to shine," lung said. "It's a more
formal event, and it ties the whole week together."

44. Emotional distress
45. In a way, hoofed it
46. Attendants
48. Substitute
49. Attack
50 Country music star
59. Continent
60. Heroine of 1942 horror film,
·cat People"
61. Stew with chickpeas
62. Egyptian sun god
63. Waxy substance of plants
64. Get better
65. Having relatively few calo·
ries
66. Blue pigment
67. Having wisdom that comes
w1th age and experience

CLUES DOWN
1. Shellfish
2. A globular water bottle
used in Asia
3. Jewish calendar month
4. Bowlers
5. Made steep

6. _ Mater, one's school
7. Thais
8. Formerly (archaic)
9. Amounts of medicines
10. Most dense
11 . German car
12. Worldly rather than spiritual
13. Fjt snugly Into
21. Promotional materials
22. Filippo _, Saint
25. Having nine hinged bands
of bony plates
26. Capital of Guam
27. Ned _, composer
28. In a way, fixed firmly
29. Combreads
30. From farm state
31. Jack-in-the-pulpit family
34. A special loved one
, 35. Hankerings
"-40. National capital of Swaziland
41. Leaf used in India lor writ·
ing paper
42. Measurements
43. End

Hohman was not at liberty to reveal what went on
in his interview.
"It went well," he said.

Day 7: Bid

~igh t

Hohman awoke at 12:30 p.m.
"I'm good at sleeping," he said. "I pride myself
on it."
He ate a· late breakfast and spent the whole day
watching sports on TV, killing as much time as he
could until later that evening. He watched a game
of tennis. then some college basketball, finally settling on an National Basketball Association game
between the Kings and Mavericks.
All day he watched, all day he waited. Rushees
were expected to remain in their home from 5 to 8
p.m. to await a possible visit from the fraternity.
At a little after 6 p.m., while Hohman was watching (still more) basketball, there was a knock at his
door.
About 70 Lambda Chi brothers, dressed in suits
and ties, showed up at his apartment to congratulate
him on receiving a bid to pledge their fraternity .
"It was great," he said. "I called and told my parents and my friends."
Needless to say. Hohman accepted the bid.
Rushing for a fraternity is not for everyone. It
takes an individual who is willing to follow and
lead - a team player. Having met these requirements. Hohman said he is excited and honored to
have the opportunity to pledge a fraternity such as
Lambda Chi.
"lt' s a great way to meet people." Hohman said.
Now he faces an even bigger challenge as he
beings his pledgeship.
But that is a different story.

44. Organized massacres
47 Feed
50. Semitic fertility god
51._ Spumante (Italian wine)
52. A joke that seems extremely funny
53. Sagolike starch obtained
from cuckoopint root

Rashod Taylor/The News

Matt Hohman, junior from Mount Vernon, Ill. (Ught
colored shirt) is embraced by his new brothers as a
new pledge of Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity.

54. Beyond, transcending, pre-

fix
55. A blue dye obtained from
plants
56. Ancient Greek City
57. Type of cod
58. Ore deposit

Last Week's Solution

Choose the Simple Life
at

ace
All-inclusive rates starting at ~299.
Pick your roommate online at
www.MurrayPlace.com for fal12004.
Sign alease and be eligible to win a24"
Mega Sony 1V, Playstation II, or Sanyo
DVD I Video Player.

1700 Lowe's Drive
Murray • 759-3003
l
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Student helps candidate's caucus campaign
by Severo Avila
Collcg~

Life Editor

What do a guitar maker, a psychology
:>tudenl and a political activist have in common? T hey're all the same guy - Jmnie
Jameson.
Jameson, senior from Marshall County,
packed his bags and left Murray last week.
bound for Iowa. to help Democratic presidential candidate Sen. John Edwards' campaign in the caucus-.
The proprietor of Jameson's Music in
Murray, Jameson said he got involved with
Ed wards' campaign when he heard some of
the politician's idea:>.
" I sort of got my interest peaked by some
of the things the senator was saying," Jameson said. "l decided to go on his Web site.
checked a few things out, got on a listserv,
and then one day I got an e-mail telling me
that they needed me in Iowa."
After making a few phone calls, Jameson
said he and his wife Jenny picked up n van
rented by campaign officials and headed to
Iowa, stopping along the way to pick up
other volunteers.
"Most were experienced in political campaigns before,'' Jameson said. "Some were
just 'yay. Democrats,' and some were ·yay.
John Edwards.' Everybody had their own
reason, but we were all there for one
cause."
Jameson arrived in Iowa and immediate·
ly got to work. He and fellow volunteers
initially called Iowa residents, asking them
to attend the caucus to cast their votes.
When this failed to produce the results they
expected. Jameson said he suggested a
change of plans.
"We were told that we'd be on the phones
talking to people," he said. "Originally,
they just wanted people to come out to the
caucus. Then I realized we weren't getting

nature that is really attractive to me. When
you meet him, you j ust feel like you' re
meeting an important feature in American
history."
Jameson also said he has strong fee lings
about his own peers, and their role in the
democratic process.
" I think the strength of the Democratic
Party lies in college students. They need to
get out there and participate," he said. " It's
not my job to convert people. But 1 want
everybody to investigate every candidate
thoroughly before they make a dec ision o n
who to cast their vote for."
Edwards and Jameson do have a few
things in common. Both men are sons of
mill workers. were the first in their fa milies
to graduate college and attend law school.
And at a time \lrhen everyone is looking
for what they can get out o f every venture.
Jameson has taken a d ifferent approach.
"There are things worth doing without
getting something in return," he said. " I
think Sen. Edwards representS the majority
of Americans. This was exciting and a privilege;· he added. " I can go to bed saying I
Jenny Jameson/Guest did my part to put my children, wife and
Jamie J ameson (right) discusses campaign strategy with Sen. John Edwards nation's future in good shape."
As Edwards goes off to the primaries,
(left) during tbe Iowa caucus on Monday. With no past political experience,
Jameson
remains at Murray State, still in
Jameson drove 14 hours and slept on a hardwood floor to support Edwards and
full support of the senator . On Feb. 10.
help the senator earn third place in the caucus.
Jameson will travel to Tennessee for the
primaries, but does not have political plans
good responses, so we decided to simply hands and promoted Edwards to attract res- beyond that.
And what happens if Edwards wins?
invite people ro come to an event that Sun- idents to his corner.
day to hear Edwards speak,'' he added. " It
So why would a Murray State student,· Jameson said he will feel overjoyed
went a whole lot better after that. Whether with no political backgro und. sudden ly skip because his sweat and hard work will have
you're talking on the phone or knocking o n c lass and close up shop to campaign for n paid off.
doors. inviting them to an event went over man he doesn't even know? Why would a
But what if his candidate loses?
a lot better."
Murray State student drive 14 hours to
''Then I will know that we got out there
nnd did what we could," he said.
On the evening of the caucus, Jameson sleep two nights on a hardwood floor?
And that's really what Jameson's goal
wac; a precinct captain, which meant he was
"I've sacrificed a lot for the man.'' Jamein charge of setting up a corner of the son said. Some people think I'm a little appears to be - to play his small role in the
precinct site to attract residents. He shook loony. There's j ust something about his bigger picture.

Alpha Gamma Delta
2004 Officers
President
Sarah Powell
VP Member Development
Brooke Harris
VP Scholarship
Holly Walker
VP Recruitment , Chelsee Thompson
VP Operations
Brittany Sowell
VP Finance
Valerie Penny
VP Gampus Relations
Nillie Djassemi
Property Coordinator
Beth Ann Dunavent
Personal Development Coordinator
New Member Coordinator
Sisterhood Coordinator
Membership Coordinator
Philanthropy Coordinator
Social Coordinator
Public Relations Coordinator
Ritual Coordlnator
Publications Coordinator
Purchasing Coordinator
Risk Management Coordinator
Alumnae Relations Coordinator
Activities Coordinator
Correspondence Secretary
lntramurals Coordinator
Telecommunications Coordinator
Song Coordinator
Community Service Coordinator
Special Events Coordinator
Assistant Finance
Assistant Recruitment
Assistant Membership Coordinator
AGD Mom's Club
Panhellenic Representative
Guard

Kelly Riley
Kelly Reeves
Alicia Mathis
Jessica Jones
Cherie Stivers
Jayroe Gordon
Brittany Davis
Erin Murphy
Annie Snider
Rachellvitts
Karen Carr
LeeAnna Green
Ashley Stanton
Lauren Hines
Sara Swiney
Kristin Roberts
Kim Batt
LindsaY. Thatcher
Landy Syler
Emmy Edwards
Stephany Clark
Sarah Baker
Tiffanx Shemwell
Allison Major
Ashley Major
Blaire Bushart
Laura Manning
Kelly Willett
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Finding cash for college is child's play.
Register now and search thousands of scholarships
worth over $3 billion

www.thenews.org/scholarships
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Racers celebrate big victory over Eastern
by Nathan Clinkenbeard
Assistant Sports Editor

photos by Rashod Taylor/The News

Senior guard Megan Fuqua looks for a teammate to pass to during a game against Eastern
Kentucky. The Racers took the victory 81-56.

First-year Heat.! Coach Joi Williams has seen enough
nail-biting finishes to last her through the season. so
some may wonder if she has nny nails left nfter another
close fini~h last Saturday at Tennessee State.
After live recent down-to-the-wire games, including
two in overtime, Thursday night's big victory over Eastern Kentucky was a welcomed change of events.
Early last night the Racers demolished Eastern Kentucky 81-56 at the Regional Special Events Center.
The women used a strong first half where they
outscored the Colonels 44-23 behind Fuqua and junior
guard Brittany Park's eight points
Fuqua led the team in scoring overall with 19 points
on 6-of-13 shooting, and junior guard Rebecca Remington contributed 17 points.
In past games the Racers have struggled to put away
teams by such large margins. Case in point: the 10-point
victory over Tennessee State (68-58), which took the
ream into overtime at the Gentry Center in Nashville,
Tenn.
The wins did not come easily as the Racers won its
last two games by a total of live points. The Jan. 15 win
over Samford was the largest margin of victory at 10.
The Racers now stand at 4-3 in the Ohio Valley Conterence with the three losses coming by a combined
total of six points.
Williams said she hopes the three conference losses
will help her team grow as the tournament approaches.
'The biggest difference for this team is that they're
just not used to playing close games," Williams said. "1
hope that it will be tixed this season so we can head to
the OYC tournament.
Tennessee State (l-I6; 0.7 OVC) started with the
lead at 4-1 as the Racers (8-1 0; 4-3 OVC) coulu not find
its shooting touch early on.
The women recovered, however. and went on top 7-6
after a threc-poinr basket by senior guard Megan Fuqua
with 15:36 remaining in the half.
After Fuqua's basket the Racer team never lost the

Sophomore center Lori Trumblee catches a pass on the fast break for an easy basket while the
Colonel players can only stand and watch. Tbe women are now in a tie for third place in the OVC.
lead in the second half and stayed up by as many ns nine
points for an eight-point halft{me lead of 32-24.
With only 10 seconds gone in the second half. fresh·
man guard Ashley Hayes hit a three to give the Racers
an 11-point lead.
Down by 13, the Tigers went on a 19-7 run that
closed the gap to 46-45, favoring the Racers with only
4:09 remaining in the contest.
After the Tigers took the lead the Racers quickly
came down the floor and a poised Hayes hit a jumper to
tie the game 53-53 with 3 J seconds left and ultimately
send the game to overtime
In the extra frame the women outscored the Tigers
15-5 to end the dram:t at 68-5R

Hayes lead the Racers registering a double-double
with 13 points and a game-high 12 rebounds. Hayes
scoreu live of her 13 points in the extra frame.
Senior guard Stacy Holmes led the Racers in scoring
as she connected on 7 -of-13 shots for 15 points.
. Williams said she was very pleased with the tough
road win and with the composure the players used to
win in u tough environment.
"I'm happy we got this win on the road,'' Williams
said. "We've got tive straight on the road coming up in
February, and winning here shows us that we can go
into a hostile environment and get the win."
The women continue conference play at 5:I5 p.m.
Saturday at the RSEC against Morehead State.

Mick's Maniacs serve as 'sixth-man' for Racers
Maniacs at the annual Fan Jam which is
helu in the t~11l to promote the team.
The excitement and intensity the-Maniacs
With the introduction of a new head have is what makes it enjoyable, Landrum
coach also came the introduction of a new said.
Broy also said Cronin has high expectaattraction to Racer home basketball games.
Mid..:' s Maniacs.
tions of the student section of the basketball
Mick's Maniacs are a section of the audi· games audience.
In November, Cronin published a request
ence that is entirely composed of studenls
sporting their white Mick's Maniacs T- for students to attend all the basketball
:;hirts.
games they could to create an atmosphere
" I think college basketball is all about the Cronin called "Game Night."
Cronin wanted the students to show their
players and the Mudents. I wanted to try anti
reward srwknts by giving them a Tb support and attend the basketball
games. As an incentive, he
shirt as an incentive and to make~1 q
~ offered free "Mick Maniacs"
them feel appreciated," Head
T-shirts to the first 80 stu·
Coach Mick Cronin :;aid.
~ dents who came through the
Sophomore Kevin Broy from rlt
Jill gates.
Geneva, Ill.. said the objective J.ljJ
of Mick's Maniacs is to be the
~ Y.~~
There is a special section
loudest funs who support the ~~~
b
at the Regional Special
Murray State Racers.
#~# Events Center reserved for
~
6..V these devoted fans . It is locatThe !,rroup \\OS introduced by
ed on the west end of the court,
Cronin as part of his coaching
on the floor. Broy said these are
regime. Broy said they ure primarily
focu seu toward the support of Cronin but
the bel>t seats in the house.
Cronin said the section has evolved into
they arc equally supportive of the players u!->
well .
not just the reserved seats, but the whole
Freshman Maniac Kyle Landrum said he baseline section as welL
enjoys particip<tting as a spirited fan.
In his November letter, Cronin said
"I came from a high school with a rich schools with great pride and student support
~pirit and I wanted to continue that." Lunend up winning. Thi!-> atmosphere. he says,
drum said.
is \\hat Murray State and his team need.
Lantlrum said he found out about Mick's
"We have a first-class university with

by Jake Lowary
Sports Editor

C

.,,GJ:

,.Mr

big-time programs. big-time students and an
outstanding facility," Cronin wrote in the
newsletter. "We need to have .Racer Pride
for who we are for our school.''
Broy said the students serve as a "sixth
man" for the Racer basketball team.
''We are the bench back there on the other
side of the court," he said. "Other teams
take their shots. we want to make sure they
miss their shots."
Landrum said there are ~orne unofficial
rules that must be obeyed when seated in
theMick's Maniacs section. You have to be
loud, and you have to be standing the entire
game, he said.
Broy said basketball is not the only sport
that needs this kind of support -similar sections could be set up at other sporting events
like football games
"I believe that the Maniacs should go to
football games also,'' Broy said. "I think if
(we) go to football games they would win a
•
few more games."
Since the group of students is called
Mick's Maniacs, Broy said they would have
to rename themselves to something like the
Joe Pannunzio Maniacs.
These are a dedicated group of fans. They
show up early to the games and leave without their voices. The section is constantly
yelling and cheering on their beloved Racers.
Broy said the goal is to get somc of the
Maniacs to travel to Nashville, Tenn., to

Rashod Taylor/The News

The newly formed Mick's Maniacs cheer on the Racer men's basketball team in
their game against Eastern Kentucky. The men came from behind to win 94-70.
cheer on the Racers at the Ohio Valley ConFerence Tournament in March.
"Hopefully we can gel some Mick's
Maniacs to go down to Nashville, Tenn.,
maybe we can get a big bandwagon to go
down there and show our support," Broy
said,
Cronin said it would be tremendous if a
large group of students were to pack up and
go to Nashville, Tenn., with the tearn.
Currently the population of the Mick's
Maniacs section is estimutcd to he around

60 students. That number is sure to grow if
the Racers are successful.
"As we play more home games and the
more we win, I think the section will get
much larger," Cronin said.
'
Mick's Maniacs and the Racers will be
back in action at 2 p.m. on Saturday. The
Racers will face the Eagles from Morehead
State University at the RSEC.
With the rowdy Maniacs anu the fastpaced Racers, it should be a tough night for
anyone visting the RSEC.

Winter bass memories of many big fish in small temperatures
As I write this, it' s close to 65 degrees outside.
It' s one of those late January Kentucky days that
teases you with promises of $pring and hungry
fish. Of cou~c. by the time anyone reads this. it'll
be cold as a well Jigger's rear. I believe :.now is
in the forecast.
For now. I' II enjoy this spring· like day and preknd I have the time to go lishing, and I' II reflect
upon a story I "rote long ago for my high school
ne\\ sp;1pcr.
lt's pretty common to turn on the Outdoor
Channel and wnkh the fi~hing pros boat dozens
of fat wintertime largemouths. They usually have
n wintcnime fishing special in the outdoor magazines as \\ell. The expert' explain how ro catch
sluggi.,h wintertime fio;h , the be$t lures to use and
htlW to keep warm while on the water.

Men's Basketball Standings
ovc
Overall
APSU
MSU
Morehead
Samford

9-0
6-1

3-4

12-7
16·4
9-9
9-9
8-10
4-14

3-4

9-9

3-5

10-9
9·10
7.12
3-14

4-3

4-3

EKU
TSU
ITU
JSU

3·4

SEMO

2-5
2-5
1-6

UTM
EIU

The truth is, a cold-blooded largemouth bass's
metabolism slows down a great deal in the wintertime. They just don't feed very much. When
they do feed, it needs to be something slow and
easy to catch so they don't waste valuable energy
chasing it.
It was about this time of year, maybe a little
later. during my senior year in high school when
a friend and I once again decided to try our luck
with catching wintertime bao;s.
We'd had several winter fishing outings before,
with very little success. It was mainly a way of
suppres10ing cabin fever and generating a story
idea for my high school column.
So \\hen we got a Saturday with nice weather,
we gmbbed our spinning rods and taekle boxe:.
and headed to my favorite watershed lake. The

main body of water wa~ still solill with ice. but
the drainage was !lowing nicely und very dear.
After nn hour of drifting various bass lures
through the droinage. \\C were once again frustrated. I told my buddy I was going to atKmdon
the bao;s lures and try to catch a crappie. I threaded a one-sixteenth ounce red jig Y.ith a white tube
body onto my uhrulight rig and CilSt it into the
drainage.
I wa.s almost in~tantly rewarded with a heavy
strike and a h:ml-lighting fish . Thinking I had a
huge crappie, I was surprised when I pluycu a 2pound ba~s to the surface. My buddy sifted
through his tackle box for a crappie j ig as I strung
the bass und maue anorhcr cast. Soon. rhe urags
on our crappie reels were singing as we both
hooked more bass.

Women's Basketball Standings
Overell!
ovc

Men's Basketball Schedule
Jan.31
Morehead State at Murray State, 2 p.m. FSN South
SEMO at Samford, 2 p.m.
Eastern Kentucky at Tcnnesst•e Martin, 6 p.m.
Eastern Illinois at jacksonville State, 7:30p.m.
Tennessee Tech at Tennessee State, 7:30p.m.
F~b.

3
Eastern Kentucky at Morehead State, 6:30p.m.

Jan. 5
Jacksonville State at Austin Peay, 7:30p.m.
Tt•nnes~·c Martin at SEMO, 7:30p.m.
S<tmford at Tennessee Tech, 7:30 p.m.
Murray Slate at East~m Illinois, 7:35 p.m.

APSU
JSU
EKU
TT'U

MSU
Morehead

SEMO
UTM
EIU
Samford
TSU

e

m

_..

Will 8ra11tley is mr outdoor columnist for the
Murray Stare Nt:ws

Women's Basketball Schedule
Jan.31
SEMO at Samford, 4 p.m.
Eastcm Kentuck)' at Tennessee Martin, 4 p.m.
Eastern Illinois at Jacksonville State, 5 p.m.
Tt>nnt:sSL'e Tech ilt Tennessl>e State, 5 p.m.
Morehead State at Murray State, 5:15 p.m.

7-1

13·6

6-1
4-3

12-5
8· 10

4·3

8·9

4-3

4·3

8-10
7· 11

Feb.3

3·4

8-10

Tennessee Tech at East Tenn. State, 6 p.m.

3·4

8-10

~-4

6· 12

1·6

8-10
1·16

0-7

I

-

The frigid water had turned their colors to a
brilliant white color, und slowed their normal
fighting stamina, allowing us to land them fairly
quickly despite the light tackle.
When the day was <lone. we had a fine stringer
of a dozen or so bass and one chain pickerel.
Those fish weren't willing to go to the effort of
catching a large lure, but they were willing to
grab a tiny crappie jig when it came by.
I make a yearly return to that spot and try the
same lures, but my success has yet to match that
tirst outing. But it certainly gives me the incentive
to hike out there, and thuts what outdoor sports
are all about.

>"reere:rz

·~··:,-

Feb. 5
Tenncssl'C Martin at SE~O. 5 p .m.
Jacksonville State at Austin Pcay, :>:15 p.m.
Murray State at Eastern Illinois, 5:15 p.m.
Samford at Tennessee Tech, 5:30 p.m. ·
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Four shooters take aim,
'True' season, good defense makes NCAA superior claim Newkirk victory

NBA lacks excitement, intensity

Nathan Clinkenbeard

Oh, how I love college basketball. Let me count the ways: I eat,
sleep, drink (not alcohol, of
course) and breathe college basketball. I can barely dribble that
orange sphere, yet watching
ESPN, ESPN2 und CBS. J am
mesrneri:leU by its powers over me.
One thing is certain. however.
when it comes to the game of college basketball versus tbe professional version, cnlled the National
Basketball Association: college
basketball is far superior. Hands
down, without a doubt, better than
the pros.
From November to April the
entire National Collegiate Athletic
Association sea'ion has meaning.
Teum., and players spend all their
energy feverously vying for an elusive spot in the NCAA tournament,
One liame could make or break a
team's hopes ant.! goals.
To tell you the truth. I just found
out the NBA has u regular sea-;on,
and, oh yeah. it never ends. There
once was a time where watching
Air Jordan highlights whs a necessity. Those days arc gone. though,
and we are left with "The Answer"
and "Diesel." Good players, but

not good enough to grasp my attention.
I also tend to like watching
teams play defense. I could probably count on one hand the number
of players in the NBA who play
defense on u regular basis. College
has the full-court press, and Murray State. as an example, displays
an exciting brand of ba.<>ketball.
Then again, Jack Nicholson and
Spike Lee aren't at the Regional
Special Events Center to argue
with the referees.
There is just a cenain ~JUr.t I find
in college basketball that I could
never find in the NBA. Has anyone
seen a person going nuts over how
the Memphis Grizzlies just beat the
L.A. Lakers? Hac; bell fro1en over?
No. Our eyes are instead glued to
the· image of a no-nnrne "midmajor" star tickle the twine to send
his unappreciated team to a victory
over Kansas or Arizona. Those are
the gam~ that excite us ns basketball fans. We root for undenJogs
and thirst for the upset that just
does not exist in the NBA.
And who can forget the fans of
college basketball? The Cameron
Crazies, the Izzone. the Red Army,

the Mick's Maniacs. The college
swdents like you and me are what
separates the college game from
the professional brand. Your team
represents you, and that is the connection we love. The students
don't get the chance to see the pros
in person, but we see Cuthbert Victor and Chris Shumate and it is
already second nature. We see
them as ordinary people, but come
game time, we get to lift them up
as heroes.
College basketball is about one
of the only things that sees me
through winter. A basketball town
like Murray comes alive in Febru·
ary and March with fans anxious
for another Ohio Valley Confer·
ence championship. Murray doesn't need the NBA, and as long as
Murray State stands, so will the
passion and deep love for our
Racer basketball teams.
Quick! ESPN! Murray State is
beating Connecticut by three' with
only a couple minutes left. Did
your heart just beat a little faster?
Nathan C/inkenb~ard is assistant
sports editor for "'The Murray
State News."

The Murray State Rifle Team started
the 2004 spring season on a positive
note last weekend when it visited Ten·
nessee Tech for the Newkirk Invitational.
After their shooting competition on
Sunday, the Racers left Tennessee
Tech knowing they were in ·first place
although the official scores had not
been released.
"We don't have the official scores
yet, but we were in first place when we
left," Rifle Coach Ann Proctor said.
Seven shoorers auended the event
for Murray State, but only four were
allowed to compete.
Proctor designated the four shooters
she thought would score the best and
give the team the greatest chance at
victory.
Shooting for the Racers were: junior
Robert Purdy, who shot 1,160 out of
I .200 on small bore and 386 out of 400
on air rifle; freshman Justin Sparks,
with 1147 on small bore and 379 on air
rifle; senior Morgan Hicks, who shot
l.178 on small bore and 395 on the air
rifle and sophomore Alex Culbertson,
who shot 1,142 on small bore and 386
on air rifle.
"I could have done better bul the
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-operdlive t>xpe11cncc preierrerl .
Nrw Trucks . J ull Benefits,
more mont-y and gel home morel
1 -800·<14 1-4!i 5 .1
HELP WANTED

"

TW
TAR C
I)C
en.
1er I oo~1ng for part - time Jl<O •
fesslonal childc..rc provider;
to guide chiltlren o~g~s birth
through 11111
yflM~
Chile!
clevelopmenl
knowledge
required . Apply a1 10!1 "5 ,
1 Slh Sl . Murr~ .
GR!AT 'UMMER CAMP JORS!
llelp garls grow ·~trong, rn~ ke Ia te •
long Tnenils and J.;.,ydk •n your
lree lime! Girl Scout~ of Kentudlan<~ h~ring for Be<H Creek Aquat ·
ic Camp (KY l(tkl!l .1nd Camp
Pennyroyal (wP.slern KYI Camp
counSP.Iors, liff'guards, Soaring
Slafi, HP.alth Supervisor, Business
Manager. Water fronl Oarector
(W5t), .wd Cooks . f.xcellent ben
e11ts, fun lradllions .tncl pJ,,yful
~lrno,plwre!
Apply tcaciay ar
www .J..ygtrlst:OUI<"nmps .•trg
or
call C8R8} 771 - 5170 cxt. 214
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-

A TRAVIL JOB : A grea1 firs! f9b wilh
f RS, o~cr 18. tr.JVel coasl -to·coasl
"ilh young co-ed bu,•ness Rroup.
SSOO \lgnmg bonus C.1il Sh1tley
lollfr<'ll at 1·866·617· 87<!1

'>AHS llADfR-l t1vt• llumt> Party
Planl z,..Bio<>ms, hc•me lloral fash·
ion c ompany. is expanding lo your
area and Is looking for an expeu
enced leaded Catr Oan relle, 913·
599·4 112 www zeblvoms.com
JOIN
lHE
SOUTIIWOOOS
WAY Southwc>uds is 11 ~O · f'•l
rrsidenllul chilclrlln ' ~ c:amp In
thc Adlronda~~ Mounta>ns of
New York . Southwoods Is st>ek·
ENTHUSIASTIC,
ENER ong
Gf:TtC
AND
FUN - LOVING
indtviduals 10 mn~e a positive
Impact on a child ' \ life . Posi tion~ are avaii<JbiP. in the cHeas
o(; group ledding .tthletic~.
ouldoor adventu1e , crealivt'
and performing uris. wat!'r
sports and much morel Benefils of working at Soulhwoods
includf' •alary, travel. room.
board , laundry, nntl much
more l For more inlormulion
and to complelc o~n ·•pphc,ltion
please contact us : www •• outh ·
wnt1d~ . com 1 - 600 - 449 -3J57
IDlAl GifTS BY fRIINDlY hds
openings for part y plo~ n advisers .
Call about our Nt>w MJnager Pro
gram . Decor, G1hs, Toys. Cash,
Trip\, Recogniloon . 1800)488·
48~w_:vw.frTendlr_h~nw corn
NAtiONAL PUIHtSiliNIJ Comi>any looking tor Sale~ Rt'IHesentativc In Kentuck'v , Wit ing to
travP.I Monda)··friday. Commission Position Compo~ny average
pays S720/ wcek. C~ ll (8001 2H
6368 bt . 333 .
NURSf PRACTITIONfR ·Owensboro Medical llralth S~stt•m. Day
posii~<Jn tor our l'r•'admi>sion
Center in Penopo•ra11ve Services.
Maslers Degree in Nur~lng with
ARNP l1censure. T--.o eMS. e~pen 
ence in clinic environment , perf -

Current KY RN IICCnJe, ARNP,
81 S, AC LS --.jlhln 2 yeArs of h11e.
~pply online al www ohms.org or
1,1x 2 70·668 · 16.1 0 .

RegiOndl & OTR JlOsltions, lKpe•
rlenre ReqUired, Train1ng Avail .
able. Hornady 800-4 4·1-4:l71
t•xi.· HI35

Region.JI, long ll aul or Dedicated
positions av<~ITablel Paid Training
nlso available! 1·800-235-562 7

llACiltR RfCRUilMJ'NT lAIR ·
Spon)oreJ hv We~trrn Virgwi.1
Pub I" Education Consortium r ri·
ddy, 1 ebruary 6 , 2004 f 4 p .m .·8
p .m .} - Salurda v. I ••bruary 7. 2004
(9 lt .m .- 2 p rP.) • Salem Ci vic Cen ll'r 100' BoJit·vard Salem , VA ·
P.>rti< ipaling •rhool dovisoons will
solitit applic.Hiorh to till fibS
vardn< It>•. I or a un1form 1oh
.rpplkation and lninrmation v1~it
ww--. .wvpPc.org·loh rair or Cdll
(5401 831-6399, Parltclpahng VIR
GINIA
school
dovisions .
Allegh.Jny. B;uh. lll.1nd. 8e>1!!to.urt,
Carroll, Craig, UJrwille, Floyd ,
franklin, Clfes. I lenry, Monl
gomNr., I'Jtrilk , l'lltsylvM11.1,
Pulasl< , Roanokl' C1ty. Roanoke
Cou,rr. Salem, and Wythe

J>RIVfR fRAINI'I'S NO fXl't Rl ·
I NCI NHUI Dl Avt•rage $600 ·
~llOO/week! Home ott en full
benefit~. Tratnee _pax o~vnil
able Job SlabllHy. Swrfl Trans·

I XPFRif NCI.D DRIVf RS : farn
334-l'lt/mile with ~ull lleahh
l!cncfits. 401 K, £very Weekend
llome and l)£'dicated OpportunitoPs Available' • class-A ICDU
required •Call TMC Transporta·
tlnn ' 800-247 -2Rb2.

AVON - EnlreJ>r('neur Wdnted .
Must be willtng 10 wo r J,;
whenever you want , be y o ur
own boss , dnd enJoy unlim
otf'd earn1ngs . ll't ' s tJik .
ll8fi · 942 - 405J .
IH liNANCIAI .LY INIJ[P[NOENT .
Minnesota Company Needs t-ton .
csl Dependable Person In this
arN·Reslock Relaii/Commerdal
Accounts w•th N a me Brand
SnackiOnnk
Prloducts.
4· 6
llnurs/Week.
f.orn
$50,000
(pot<•ni•Jl) • .Sil,fJOO .lnve~tmont .
Wrln't illiPrf<•re w11h I"P.S••nt
t•mployment . Gooct C1t•dtt inanc ing available . 1 1100 46J 6b78.
16- 0AY CARlER TRAINING DRIVER TRAINHS WANTf:D!
CL ASS - t\ COL & Rcfre)her
Tr.llning.
N,ltf()nwlde
Job
l'lac••ment A~,tSIOlnnl . Compa .
nic\ !tiring, Ollering Tuition
Rr.tmburH•melll .
1- 800-883 0171.
MI .
Sterltng,
KY
Dll T AACAD[MY .COM
~-~--

CD I -A ORIVf RS : M1rumum b
Month• OTR "Teams Runs ro We•t
Codst •tare Modc•l tquipmenl
•Grt•.ll P,1y Miles X. flenefil•. Call
~ti'VC Mo• Truding. A,J\ for Marri .
1·800· :Z53 -51<18 ,

•

ATHNTION ORIVI:R TRAINHS
NHUED . For MaJor Carrier~!!
C.Ol Class A Tranung. Call Toft .
free 1-866-636·00flrJ
DAli.AS & MAVIS Dry Vi!n Opt•ra·
tiun h Seek1ng OWN I R/OPt KA·
IORS fur II'~ Nt•w Mlci ·Wesl Dry
VAN Opl'ration. Tri11 AdvanCf;S
ilnd \'\'eeldv Scttlc•ment,. ( 1) Yr.
OTI~ e'periencc & Cla5s (Al COl
rcqu11ed . Call 1-800-264 2442.

DR lVI R: S1500 S1gn.()n Bonus for
11 A TBED

DRIVI'K'i .
GrcJI
r n•lghiiMilc~. Mus1 h,!Ve CDt · .'\; I
war OTR. Call 877 -S60··8829 or
Apply unllne www.robersonC"on.
lractors.com. lO£ .
DRIV[R · SS ,OOO Bonus ii vou
qualify Plenty ot frt•lght f"lus

porlilloon~ - 877 - ":<1~8~1!!.__

I JRIVlR·COV[NAN I
1RANS ·
PORT. Te,lrns a"tl Solos cht>t k uul
our new J1ay
A\k Jboul our
Rr•g•onal Run . Owner Opl•rator~,
U•peflcnced Onver~, Solo~, Teams
and Gradu:11c Sluaents. Call 1
888·MORfPAY (1 ·888·667 372!lJ.

f.'·'"·

DRtV£R-KNIGiiT
TRANS ·
f'CIRTATION·Nfl" Y!!ar- New
Tn• c ks- New 1'.1 y Sea le·C.JII
Tr.1vis, Arny, or Jay lor
((CIa I

h.

88 8 • J 4 6

wW~ . k nighll.tllliS.C.()m.

4 f.i 3 (j

ORtVER· NEW
EARN
MORt I
lncrea~e in Pay Package. Conrrac·
tor' & Company N('e<fi>d Ftarbccl·
KelrJger<~ted -T;JOhr.
over-lhcroarl . Some Rt•glonill. Commcrt:1.11
Dnvcr's llct!nsc Tr,Jir,ing. 1-800·
771 -6318 www, prim~c~om
DRI\/lR~: U~ST gets fletter! Company up to .45 cents. Teams 10 53
ccnls 0/0 to .93 cenls per mile!
New lea~e l'urchase Plan w/SO
1Jow11! Call
1· ROO·Cf I·DRIVI,
www.dtdrivl'.< om

I>RIV[RS, 0/0's & srnall
fleel owners. WI I Transpt~rl.
1 yr OTR, 6 mos . ilalbed.
Shorl f>. long haul avail.
Horne weekenlls, greal bene filS .
I -600-828·6452 .
www . wt itran•purl.com .
ORtVlRS: Sm.1ll compJny, Cl,ls\
A -C:rH, 2 yrs. expt•rience, 2;1
years of age. tnp P<IY for teams 1op
lo .89. Mu~l pass Co~ernmenl
cle3rilnce. Call 417-540· 1349.

----

ORIVLRS: OwnN Operators SIMI
Immediately! Up In $.90/mi. I 00%
1'11CI Surcharge. Nu fort:ed dis
fl<llch, Home wo•el..cnds. Oldrr
trucks welcome T&T Oedicall'd
Carr~er~. Inc., I oui~ville, KY 1800·511-0062.
DRIVER·NOW
EARN
MOREl
Increase In Pay l'ackage. Contractors & Company Nf'eded . Flatbed
Rcirigera!etl
Tanker. Over· I he·
Road. Some Rt!glonal, Commerci.JI
Dr~vt.r's l1cense Training. 1·1!00·
771 ·6318. ww\\.prirnetnc.com.
DRIVlRS, Company, & 010
I reighr wlthoul the waul 2004 pay
incrca:.e. OTR runs now av;ulabl<'
Class A COL w/llazM31 and 6
monlhs experir.o1c<• required. 1
677·652-65-15 .
URIVlRS.t lome we•~kly, I ocat,
dediCilted, rc!glonalf~hort haul,
over the road. No NYC. COL/AIH
Ozark Motor tines 800·264.2033.
ORIVERS·Profess1onal OTR . Earn

www.COLJnb~.co~

MAKf MOR~ l'lR MILE! Ht>re',
your chance to get a raise. You
can make $.40 to 543 J>er rnile.
Call Heaul.mtll xpres~ 1-800-441 4953 www.hcartla ndexpress.com
OWNER OPERATORS/COMPA N\ Drivf!r\ · F l;Jibed. 82'l'o 01
gross or premium lixed mileage
pl.:tn, 950 dver,tgc !rip, bonus
proJlrt~rn,
98 ,5"1. same clay
reload, nationwide and region
.al. L.Xcellenl company diivcr
package. I w Wylie (8001 '338 ·
3407 or (815) 467 - 2095.
STAR TRANSPORT NEfOS ... Inex ·
periet!O(cd Drivers, Home most
weekends, l'l'lcrbill Trucks. ShtHetl
lullion. food .Jnd I odglng provid·
ed. Slill Tra111lng proviiled through
MTC Drtvt·r Tratning. 1·800-45-,~.
4682 www .mtcdrivertraintng.com
DRIVER-Needed, Plenty of
Fre•ght plu~ new lruck~ com·
1ng. hcellent opportunlly,
Rcg.tonul /1. OTR positiOn~.
I· u 11 b (' n !' f II~, Ex per II' n c e
rcquirf'd, tlatbecl training
availablo . ltornadv 600-441 4271 eK1.-I'T1J5.'
DRIVfR/OWNER OPERA TOR ·
Up lo 52500 Stgn·On Bonus!
l'latbed. Owner Operator {Ois C!lun l Polrl\ & ServiCe), Cnmpa·
ny, and lt•ase Purchase. Great
I'Jy, Bonus,.~ & Uomelimel
Boyd Bros. 800 - 543-8923.
DRIVER. bccllent Lease Purchdse Progrilm LOW Monthly
Paymenl~.
()wner Operator
Solos and ll'iiiOS abo neededl
Tra1ning ~ttogram for ~pouSl' or
triend. CRST 800-767·&918 .

--- =

www . heartla!:<!_c!_Prcss.com
-~- _

DRIVER TRAINEES N£[0(0
$900.00 Weekly + Benefits. No
Money: Down. Free lifetime
Refresher
.1nd
Placl'!menl.
Horne Weekends. No l<lyoffs.
COl/Job In 16 Day·s. Start Now
1·800·746·9670.
WANT TO BlCOME A TRUCK
ORlVERl 1!00·398·9908 Professoonal Truclo: Driving School.
Paducah, KY.

FOR SALE
FACTORY BUilDING SAlfl "Rock
Bottom Price~t· Priced to sell. No
salesman. Go directls<tve . 2SxJO,
$3900. 30•40, $5200. 35K50,
$6900. 50•120, $20,800. Olhers.
Pioneer 1·800·668·5422.
FREE
4 - ROOM
DIRlClV
.SVSTEM lndudlng lnstalla llonl free 3·Monlhs HBO (7
movie channels) w/subscription . Access 225+ TV Channels. Digital qoalily! limit ·
ed ofier. Reslriclions apply
1-800·208-4617.
WOlrF
TANNING
BEDS
AFFORDABI [ •CONVENt[ NT Tan
At
Home,
Pavmenls
From
$25/month . fRH 'Color Catalog.
Call
Today
1·888-839-5160.
w~w.np.el~tan.com

DISCOVER WATERLESS COOKWARf ·S tnpped doing dinn<'r
partie~J Have some beautiful.
l7-pc., surgical stainless '1eel
sets! Retail S2000, now $6951
first 7 callers price $368 1
vaposeal.com 1-800·434·4 628.
DISH
NETWORK:
H P.T.S.
regional service provider. free
dish, rree Activation, f'ree
lnstalla!lon
America·~
100
Ch.Jnneh. HBO and Clnt'max. 3
mon1hs FRH. [xpires 1·31·04,
Call Mark
1·800-589·8209·
PIN• 1109.

DRIVl.R. [arn up to J7rr per
mtle and gal home morel Paid
Tw1cc Weekly! Tuit•on paid
for recent drtving school
graduales. 600-553-'2778.

FREE
4 - ROOM
DIRECTV
SYSTEM Jncludi11g lnslulla tionl free J·Monfhs IIRO (7
movie channels) w/subscrlp·
tion. Access 225+ TV Channels. Digital qualilyl Limited oifer. RestriC11ons apply
1-800-208-4617.

DRIVERS bf' home twice a week
and wei'~Pnth. W:V.T. is srcking
F.xp'd flatbNI clr~vers. 33 cpm,
Avg. S750·SBOO wldy, Top SenefitS, Convc•ntional equipment.
800·246 6305.

All NEW HAPPY JACK ProDog tR)
& ProPup (R) dewormt!r; Cfiewable, ilavorPd. Convenient, economical. Gr.ts all 4 mo~jor worms.
For pups and ldrge dogs. Distflb·
1.11ed by farthings. 800-373·0-442

010'~ Up lo S1.60 a rn•le for Tractor~ ant! S I 1 S for Slraight trucks.

match went well," said Culbertson. "I
was 20 points lower than what I
should've gotten."
Two other Murray State shooters
were selected to shoot in the individual
competition.
Shooting for the Racers were junior
Mike Gardner, who shot 1,128 on
small bore and 386 on air rifle, and
senior Beth House. who shot 1.141 on
small bore and 383 on air rifle. The
Racers finished with a team score of
I .546 on air rifle and 4626 on small
bore.
The Rifle team has a busy schedule
ahead of them for the end of January
and the month of February.
This weekend the Racers will host
the Roger Withrow Invitational that
takes place Friday through Sunday.
Beginning Feb. I 3 through 15, Murray
State will also host the NCAA Sectionals.
The team only competes in two road
matches at Ole Miss and Memphis.
The Ohio Valley E:onference Championships are scheduled to be held at
Murray State on Feb. 20 through 22,
and the NCAA Rifle Championships
make their return to Murray in March
All four home event<> will be held at
the Pat Spurgin Rifle Range in Roy
Stewart Stadium .

Staff Report

Up to $1000 S1gn·On Bonus! I Call

BUSIMSS OPPORTU~ITIES

THE INDU STRY'\ TOP PAY
just gnl lHTTlR. Company
driver pay ge>ing to S . 43.
Owner Oper:~tors pay go1ng
lo S . 881 Heartland ElcpreH

ATTENTION IIOMEOWNf:RS.
Displ.1y Homes WantP.d for
VInyl Siding Replacemenl Window~. No PaymPnb until 2005.
Paymt>nts slarling a1 $89.00 per
month . All credit qualifies.

Trl St.11e f',pf'~l!ed 888-320·5424.

--I ; .

.
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HCASHSS Cash now for slri.IC·
lured senlemenls, annuities, and
in~urance pdyouts. t800l 7947310 I.G. Wentworth ... JG W(NTWORTII M!'ANS CASH NOW fOR
STRUCTURID SETTlEMlNTS.
EARN YOUR DEGREE-Onl1ne
from home, Business, pard·
legal , computer specialist
and more. f1nancial Aid, job
placement assistanCf' and
computers provided. Call
Free
18661
856-2121
or
www .II clew a terrech.com

- -----

JS,OOO acre lalte In Tennessee hills. S8~,900. Terms
800-704-) I 54 ex!. 544 Sun·
set Bay, llC.
NEW I.AKE CABIN: S79,900.
Newly Built 1500 Sq feel Ced.u
Sided C.Jbln on L1kc• Cumberland,
Screened Patio, Wooded, V1ews,
Loll, lt c:. B00-770·Q311 E•t. 992 .

TRAVEL

CASH fOR STRUCTURED S(TILEMENT/Annuily payments. It's your
moneyl Get cash now when you
need it mo~tl Olde51ibesl in the
busmess. Settlemenl Purchasers.
1·677-MONEY·M£

BAHAMAS
SPRING
BREAK
P;uty Cruise 5 Do~ys from S279!
Parly wirh Real World Paris
celebrities al exclusive cast
parties! Great beaches and
nightlife!
lncludt•s
meals,
port/hotel ta"esl Phone 1·800·
678·6366
wwY<.Springbreaktravel,com

GREAT
OPPORTUNITY
lor
MON[Y MOTIVATED morlgaae
loan orrlccrs. We are cKpanning
statewide offering Conforming.
Non·Conforming. ft-IA and VA
morlgage loans . FAX resume lo
502 ·138·83.l2.

Spring Break Panam.t City S1991 7
nlghl$.1 6 free parlies. free covers
;anil urlnk~. 5 d~y Sp11ng Break
Bah.Jmas Cruise '$ 2791 Cancun,
Jamaica, Nassau S5291 Dar.1ona
$1S!I! www.~pringbrenktrave .com
1-800-678· 6386

IMMEDIATE CASHl US Pension
fundlr1g pays cash now for 8 years
ot your future pen51on ~ayments.
Call 800·586-1325 for D flUE. no·
obligalion estimale. www.uspen·
sionfunding.com

PANAMA CITY B£ACII, f I. Spring
Bre.1k - World rumous Tiki Barl
Sandpiper-Beacon Bt!!H·h Resort ,
1·800·488·8828, www.sandp•per·
beacon.com "The I un Place!

WANTED TO BUY

6t www.sprtngbreakdm ounts.com

SOY SCOUT Mt;MORA81liA
WANHO·Collector ~eeking
all BSA tlem•. Pin~. Patches,
Uniforms,
Misc.
Single
Items, Accumlations, Collections.
816·522·0689
www. boyscoutwa nted. com

PANAMA CITY BfAUI. Sand·
p•per·Beacon 8. each Resort. hom
U9 1-2 pm or arri"e Su./Mon.FRE( night. Reslrlclions. Poolsl
river ride. Jacuzzi, !lkl bar. (800

WANHD 10 BUY : I will
purchiiH: overridPs, work•ng
1ntere\IJ or any lnlercH In
currenlty producing oil or
gas wells (270) 929·6095 or
[2 70) 683-0690.
----

ACT NOW! BOOK 1 I people, gel
121h !rip free. Croup discounts Tor
or {800) 838-8202

- - --------

48~2~ _:.and~lp!rbeac~n.

SPRING BRfAK 2004. Tr.JVel w1th
STS, Amenca's #I Stu!lt'lnt Tour
Operator. Cancun, AcaJ>ulco,
Jamaka, Bahamas. Btggeu par·
lie~. best clubs! Calf for dis·
counts~
800-648·4849
or
www.shlravel.com

FOR RENT
A
BEAUTIFUL,
COMPlfTE
SMOKY MOUNTAIN WIOOINC.
Original log Weddtng Ch<1pel.
Every!hing
provided:
pholos,
video, flowers, formal wear, cab·
ins. Smokles best value. 1-800262-5683 www.smokymountainweddingchapels.com

MEDICAl
DO YOU HAV[ UIABI TESI Are
you tired of oul·of·podel exrens.
esl We Can Help! free ~onuor!
free Syr~nge Program! f rec Deliv·
eryl Beller t-leallh Care Oplions.
1·800·261-1454.

COMf HOM[ TO CHERRY BLOSSOM VII t AGE in Georgetown I
Enjoy Beautiful viPws, lnlerstate
con~enlence, ChamplonshiJ.> Golf
and Quaint Restaurant dining.
Membersh1ps and homesllcs info
502-570·9849!

The Murray
State News
Classifieds Work!

REAL ESTATE
NEW 1600 SQ . fT. LOG
CABIN
shell
with
lake
access & free boat slip on

DEADLINE
3 p.m. Wednesdays

•

•

FEEL LIKE THERE ARE
PIECES MISSING?

AlPHA DElr A CHI
Spr•Na RU_sH
An Active Christian Sorority
For further information contact Kayla at
kayla.turner@murraystate.edu or check out
our Web site:
http://www.rkpc.com/adx

MON.. FEB. 2

TUE .. FEB. 3

WED .• FEB. 4

THU .• FEB. 5

INFORMATIONAL
DINNER WITH
LADIES NIGHT
MEETING. Meet at BOWLING NIGHT
THE ACTIVES
Meet at the Curris
Meet at the Curris
the Curris Center
Meet
at the Curris
parking lot at 6 p.m. Center parking lot at Center parking lot at
Center
parking lot at
Ice-cream social
6p.m.
6:30p.m.
5:30p.m.
afterwards.
- - - -

--

- ----

-- ---

-
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et:down

The Rundown
Panthers

ews }staffguide to a great Super Bowl patty

Dlint:'s
. A theme for any,

h is understandable to keep the gender
ratio aS equal as possible at any pony.
However, the person that asks stupid
questions about very small, understandable items needs to be left off of the guest
list. It is quite dettemcntal tb the other
kJtowkdgable people around.

attn.lct the best of
Hawaiian themes are
fun and tbe famous t9ga party
to consider. lt woula 1mt be
to have a favorite defen&e device;
theme. h may cause altercations.
tO

I

•
•
•

...

For purely cosmetic reasons, it would
be wise to keep the messy snacks to a
minimum or confined to the kitchen or
another 'clean' area. Barbecue !>auce and
ketchup can do a number on your berber.
When your favorite team wins, you want
to celebrate, not clean your slate. 1t can
become quite aggravating.

Offense
There's not a Jot of explaining·to be done
when it comes to the Ratriols' offense. Tom
Brady is the ICey. His 3.600 plus passing
yards tell the tale. Antowain Smith and
' Kevin Paulk are two of the best rushers in tbe
league and two threats the Panthers will have,
to deal with. The Patriots passing game is
highly diverse with six receivers having 25
or more catches. Tom Brady's 85.9 quarterback rating speaks tor itself. Look for a balanced offensive campaign for the Patriots.

The Panthers ha'\o·e a quiet, but loud qunr
m Jill Dellioomfe. Hi'$3j2T9 ~· ing yards this season were a major factor m
the Panthen~1 ll wins this set14~n. stephen
Davis' 1.400 plus rusbin~ yards !s nothing to
f:rown ut ejtber. Steve Smith n.n!-i..Ml!Ebtn
Muh;mtmad are the'" lemlins receivers with
just under 2,0® yards rec:eivjng betwern
them. Don't be surpri$etl ti) $ee 1M ~anthers
rack up$erious pointll among rhi$ Fab Four.

--"-~~--..t"e'itiaciC

Edge

Det=en!ie
The Patriots' uefense is ldller against the
run. It allowed just 90 rush yards per game.
The Pat's pass defense is not so strong,
allowing just over 200 yarus per game. However, the Patriots held their opponents to just
under 15 points per game, which is four
points less than the Paflthers. M!ke Vntbef's
nine and a half sacks leads the team with
teammate Richard Seymour just behind with
eight socks. Don' t be surprised if this is a
defensive battle.

The cxtru commentator is a no-no. The
person who comments on every play is not
neeued. John Madden and his int~mous
telewriter are ahn()Sl too much.
Don't serve tou much alcohol. n can
become u small catastrophe. You don't
want drunken buffoons nmning amuck in
your nicely manicured, humble uhode. It
is bad for the skin, and bad ror your guest<;
the nbu morning when you have to do
that class thing. You uo not want to contribute to the Jeliquency of others.

The Paniher$ deftnse is nothing 10 slou..:h
at behind Mike Rltcker's 12 sacks. Carolin,t
only allowed just over 100 yard.<o on tbt

Ed
ge
A~

groun<l per game. Carolina' a dcf~nse ~d
opponents to only 187 yards in \he rur thi~
season. Saying the Panthers can't bold the
Pmriots down, is an understatement. Not
bnly can the Panthm hold dow.n just at)mn
any team, but they dQ...it in tine fl:l~hi,Qn.
OpponentS only scored an avemge of l9
points. Don't expecr a high·scoring conre:;t*

Untouchable•
the Panthers ·have I'ICver beetJ ht a Super
Bowl.
Carolina·s only other playoff app¢1:lr·
Edge
ance was in 1991 when it advanced 10 the
NFC Championship Sllrnt which 1ht Patlthets lost to the Green Bay Pad"et'$. Ricky
Fl'oehl am! .a h.!24fyl~f.ottmr ,Ptmrhers have
-..n""~'-"'pjayoff "e;:j)Cnence. However.lhe Pantll'~e....rs~-"""
are the~dqt!f'~Ubuwt-"tt \1Qubl Ti:Ms'fllll'~
be Jhe deciding factot as the. team hliB notll·
ihg to lo$e. The Panthers were nev~r e~t
ed td be ~Jete. aM. now they are.

'l'he Patriots huve done this before. The
Pats have been to the Su~r Bowl, and won
the Super Bowl. The team has the experience, and know exactly what it takes. The
Pats are coming off a very big win against
lndianap~ However, the team may, he
burnt out becnuse of its rough playoff
schedule. Facing Indianapolis and Tennessee in consecutive weeks is no easy task.
The Patriots have the talent, but the physical
strength may be a factor.

"-

Do not try and force your company to
= '....--- watch lhe game on a 13 inch, black and
white television. Your company wi11 not
11pprecia1e it and find the oddest times to
vacare the premises.

MUVIESTD&DJ
We would like to invite you to join
us in worship and fellowship at

AMERICA'S CHURCH OF GOD
PASTOR
All~nd

Wa1

Shoney's Inn Conference Room
10 a.m. Worship Service 5 p.m. Bible Study
Everyone WE>Icome! Come as you are!
(270) 293-7790 • americascog@hotmail.com
Shoney's Inn located on
641

1 008 Chestnut St.

For Showlimes. Phone:

'

~

.-

IU .NTAI .S I'OU. '/)4

f\1oN. -

Ttnm.s.

FOR VIDEO INFORMATION
pHONE 753-8084

"Hollywood Comes to Murra

E v ery N ight/"

Wild Raspberr_y

First United Methodist Church

Buy your sweethean a special gift or let us make
you a Valentine Gift Basket.

Church School ..............................9:50 a.m.·
Worship ...................................... 11 :00 a.m.
504 Maple St. • Murray • 753-3812

UV-FREE
SPRAY
TANNING

2

153-3314

www.hollvwootl.com
SHOW YOUR MSU I.D. ON MON. · THURS.
& SET IN FOR THE CHILD'S PRICE.
MUST HAVE RACERCARD FOR DISCOUNT

"/ am the resurrection and the li}e. He who
believes in me will live, even though he dies... "

NOW FEATURING

RENT YOUR MOVIES AT THE MOVIES

NEW VALENTINE ITEMS I NCLUDE:
•PLUSH LADYBUGS AND PINK ELEPHANTS
• PICTURE FRAMES
• LOVE HANDCUFFS
• MUCH MORE

BOOTH

COME IN AND
CHECK IT OUT

'f!Jrtll?
r~

~

'\\ tee\ t\te

Yl\"' e\t\to?tlt\\C, you

Comprehensive Eye Examinations
for Glasses & Contact lenses
Over 40 Di.rferent Colors of Contacts to Choose From/

...

•

...

• Cataract and Glaucoma Screening
• Treatment of Eye Infections

I

Across irom Wilson Hall on ISth Street
Call in orders: 753·3406

OURLOWCARB

Dr. Dou~•u:> vv. ruyrn::: - ~~p•uun:::•r•:>t

CHEESEBURGER SALAD

506 N . 12th St.

It's almost too good to believe!

In the Olympic Plaza Shopping Center, next to lo5 Portales.

Murray • (270) 753·5507 • Wolk,lns Welcome

...

,..

.-- «..,

:M......,...

...,... ,-.-a'"'

na

loloel
d\ff...teMe 110111 11
11l'

Custom tailored relief for..

• Whiplash • Headaches
• Lower back, hip, or leg pain
At Calloway County Chiropracftc, our
approach to total body wellness will keep • Neck, shoulder, or ann pai11
you active and energized. Don't let pain
• Tight muscles, numbness
keep you from enjoying the acfivities you • Sciatica
love. Chiropractic adjustments can bring
your body back to its natural state,
improving your body's balance, perfomr
once and energy - ot work and at ploy.

753-6100

Dr. Scott Fost£r
1625 Hwy 121 N ., Murray
Just up from the RSEC

~•en

CHIROPRACTIC
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Super Bowl safety Track season off to running start
by J ake Lowary
Sports F<.litor
As almost everyone
knows, the biggest, most
watched sporting event
will air this Sunday
around 6 :30. lt is a popular event that promotes
parties and other types of
festivities .
As a fellow student and
friend, I would just like to
take a little time to wish
everyone a wonderful
time.
Alcohol is almost a
necessity to some when it
comes to this day and
people tend to abuse it.
I have no problem with
people enjoying themselves with a drink or two.
It becomes a problem
when belligerence is a

common practice.
There is plenty of room
for a fun and and exciting
party, with and \\ithout
alcohol.
As a college student. I
know just as much as
everyone else about the
desire to drink alcohol.
However, J have the
maturity and common
sense not to abuse alcohol.
It only makes yourself
look bad when you drink
too much and act like un
idiot.
I just want everyone to
have a safe and enjoyable
Super Bowl Sunday.
It is remarkable. It is
one of the few Lhat brings
hundreds of millions of
people to the same place
at the same time.

From

the
Editor

Jake
Lowary

by Lauren Heins
Contributing Writer
The Murray State men's and
women's track and field teams
opened the indoor season competition at the McDonald's Invitational
at Southern Illinois University in
Carbondale, Saturday.
The women's team finished in a
tie for seventh in the eight-team
event with 19 points. Southeast
Missouri State won the team title
with 137 points followed by host
SIU in second with 131 points.
Junior thrower Jamie Nurnberger
led the way for MSU with a fourthplace finish in the weight throw
with a distance of 54 feet, 2 3/4
inches. making a new Murray State
school record. Nurnberger said she
looks forward to the conference
competition Feb. 28.
"I have heen consistent this far,"
Nurnberger said. "My goal is to

place in the top three at the conference."
Freshman sprinter Lashondra
Durias also placed, coming in fifth
in the 60-meter dash with 7.89 seconds and sixth in Lhe 200-meter
dash. with 26.27. The women's distance medley team came in third at
13 minutes, 44.13 seconds. and the
4:<400-meter relay team placed
third with 3:56.89.
The men's track and field team
placed sixth in the seven-team
event with 41 points. Host SIU won
the team title with 14 1 points followed by Memphis with 88 points.
Senior thrower Garrett Middleton led MSU with a third-place finish in the weight throw with a distance of 47-7 3/4 inches, and senior
distance runner Jeremy Burkeen
finished third-place in the 3.000meter run with 8:58.96.
Other high scorers were freshman thrower C hris Champion who

came in fourth in the weight throw
at 45-8; freshman Christopher
Hobbs coming in at fifth for the
high jump at 6-3/4; junior 'printer
Demetrick Westbrook who was
fourth in the 6()-meter hurdles with
8.62.
Junior sprinter David Claybrook..;
placed fifth in the 60-meter hurdles
with !UB, while freshman hurdler
Brandon Manning was sixth with
8.90.
Burkeen was fifth in, the 5.000meter run with 15:5 1.02; junior distance runner Tim Bradley came in
sixth for the 5,000-meter run at
15:54.02: freshman distance runner
Ryan Stichter placed fifth in the
800-meter run, at 2:00.3 1; Bradley
came in fifth in the 3.000-meter run
with 9:06.76.
Head Coach Norbert Elliot said
everyone performed well at the
SIU event over the weekend.
"Our teams have improved since

last semester," Elliot said. ''I was
very pleased with our teams' performance."
The Murray State track and field
teams competes at the Tennessee
State Invitational on Feb. I in
Nashville, Tenn.
Tennessee State's men's team
fini.shed third in the Ohio Valley
Conference Championships last
season as oppo:;ed to Murray
State's fifth-place finish.
The Tiger's "'omen's team also
finished third, three spots ahead of
MSU's sixth-place standing.
There are only three events left
for the Racers in the indoor tack
season. Murray State will compete
at the University of Indiana for the
Indiana Invitational on Feb. 6
through 7 and Lhen move on to face
SEMO on Feb, 20 before the OVC
championships that are scheduled
to be held on Feb. 28 through
March I.

Sports Briefs
Baseball
Junior Infielder Geoff Kirksey
was named to the pre-season allOhio Valley Conference team by
Baseball America Magazine's
2004 College Preview.

Rowing
The women's rowing team
took a trip to Louisiana to train
on the Cane River. The Racers
trained in Natchitoches from Jan.
3 ·10. The team's spring season
begins March 20.

Women's Basketball
Four team members - junior
Rebecca Remington, senior Jenny
Bowden, junior Kaleena Miller
and sophomore Lori Trumblee were named for th e College
Sports Information Directors of
America Academic All-American.

Women's Golf
Head Coach Velvet Milkman
announced the signing of a new
player from Norway last week.
Camilla Loeveid will play for the
Racers beginning in the spring
2004 campaign.

Men's BasketbaD
This Saturday's game against
Morehead State University is
scheduled to be aired on Fox
Sports Net South. Tipoff is
scheduled for 2 p.m. at the
Regional Special Events Center.

check out
Murray State
Racers '

basketball
statistics
this·season!

l

